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ABSTRACT 

Digital marketing in general and social media and blogging businesses, in particular, are 

thriving and becoming the major source of public revenue in the globe. But the digital world has 

become one of the challenges of taxation and tax law administration. On the other hand, many 

countries are facing less revenue, excessive public expenditure, and high financial constrain. In 

this respect, Ethiopia is advocating and working to diversify the source of taxation to increase 

public revenue. To succeed in the plan, a clear, effective, and well-designed regulatory 

mechanism should be implemented. According to Ethio-Telecom, there are more than 22 million 

internet subscribers in Ethiopia. And this year, Ethio-Telecom has made a total profit of 47.7 

billion birr, where 13 billion was from the internet and data. Accordingly, the study focused on 

digital marketing, specifically social media and blog businesses, since the business sector has 

grown fast and needs effective regulatory measures to enhance the revenue of the country and to 

diversify the source of taxation. YouTube channels and bloggers based in Ethiopia are making 

millions and get paid based on the views, but they have never paid tax for the income they 

generated. Ethiopia’s Income tax proclamation No. 979/2016 incorporated all taxable incomes 

to be governed under the ambit of the proclamation. Yet, it is inadequate and needs to be 

redesigned to address the contemporary tax issues of digital businesses. For the central question 

of the study, the paper identified the status of the Ethiopian Income Tax proclamation vis a vis 

social media and blog businesses by exploring legal documents, related literature, International 

experiences, also by conducting relevant interviews. Accordingly, the study concludes that the 

proclamation is too remote to regulate social media and blogging businesses. Like any other 

business activity, digital businesses are expected to be treated under schedule C of the 

proclamation. But this schedule was designed to regulate traditional business activities since it is 

inadequate to apply on a very unique business type called, digital business. On the other hand, 

Art. 63 of the proclamation is incorporated to address all taxable incomes that are not governed 

by the existing schedules or other provisions of the proclamation. However, it is still challenging 

to regulate these business activities under Art.63, because this provision applies a 15% flat-rate 

tax, which basically defeats the fundamental principles of taxation. Therefore, the proclamation 

is inadequate to govern and regulate digital businesses like that of Social media and Blog 

Businesses. Hence, Schedule c of the proclamation shall be amended by examining the 

experiences of other countries and by incorporating the principles of digital taxation or crafting 

sui generis law also can be another option where amendment is impossible for different reasons. 

But a sui generis law shall include all sorts of taxation principles of deduction, exemption, 

lowers tax rate since the business is growing and other fundamental taxation principles of digital 

business.   
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CHAPTER ONE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background of the Study 

There is a saying that there are two things that you cannot avoid in life. One is taxes, and the 

other is death.
1
  

Taxation is an essential power and tool of the government everywhere. For the success of any 

policy of the government, tax plays a significant role in that public policy. There are three 

significant objectives taxation has for government budgetary policy; these are  ―allocation 

function‖ for providing social goods, the ―distribution function‖ which determines the 

distribution of income and wealth in accordance with ―what society considers fair or just,‖  and 

―stabilization function.‖ it stabilizes the economy of the country.
2
 

When we see the Ethiopian tax system, there are four fundamental goals; Raising revenues, 

stimulating economic growth/development, tax equity, and; modernizing the Ethiopian tax 

system and tax administration.
3
 

Now, it would be fair to ask how one pays tax under Ethiopian tax law. Ethiopian income tax 

proclamation No. 979/2016 obliged anyone who drives income to pay tax according to the law 

and regulation.
4
 This proclamation applicable to the residents of Ethiopia with respect to their 

worldwide income and for non-residents with respect to their Ethiopian source income.
5
 Of 

course, the proclamation stipulated the Permanent Establishment as a connecting factor to tax 

non-residents in Ethiopia. Which is basically a fixed place of business through which the 

business of a person is wholly or partly conducted.
6
 This principle also works for digital 

businesses either for those who get income from social media business or blogging activities. 

                                                 
1
Benjamin Franklin; an American polymath and one of the Founding Fathers of the United States. Stated this 

quotation in a letter to Jean-Baptiste Le Roy, (1789) Available at: 

(https://founders.archives.gov/documents/Franklin/01-17-02-0140) (Accessed on April 2020 ) 
2
Tasesse Lencho, A PhD thesis submitted to the University of Alabama, The Ethiopian Income Tax System: Policy, 

Design, and Practice (2014), pg. 165 
3
Id. 

4
Federal income tax proclamation 979/2016, NEGARIT GAZ. 22 YEAR NO.,104, ADDIS ABABA, 18 AUGUST  (2016). 

Art 9 
5
Id. Art 7 

6
Id. Art 4 

https://founders.archives.gov/documents/Franklin/01-17-02-0140
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Because these people are doing a business activity as a resident and non-residents.  Whereas, the 

same proclamation listed those who are considered as a resident in Ethiopia.
7
 

However, to enhance the revenue of the country it requires modernization of tax governance and 

broadening tax bases. Of course, Ethiopia‘s tax gap has been widening compared to other Sub-

Saharan countries.
8
 Furthermore, it is mainly because of the factors including illicit financial 

flows, tax exemptions, informal sector, and other tax evasions in addition to the poor tax 

regulation, administration, and revenue collection systems in the country.
9
 To give a solution for 

this problem,  Ethiopia needs to look into other tax sources like that of digital businesses of 

social media and blogs since these activities are growing and increasing in daily bases.  

Currently, digital business has become a new phenomenon and its component, social media is 

proliferating and becoming a new trend for businesses to reach targeted costumers easily. There 

are various social media sites, and they take many different forms and contain different 

features.
10

 Social networking sites like Facebook and Twitter have transformed the way some 

businesses think about business activities.
11

 

Apart from Facebook and Twitter, numerous digital platforms are used by business organizations 

and individuals to create wealth and profit. This includes YouTube, Instagram, Telegram, and 

Blogging are the most widely accessed across the world, including Ethiopia.
12

 

YouTubers are making big money on the world's largest video-centric social network. Top 

YouTubers earn millions of dollars per year, while many other YouTubers are making a living 

stipend through the activities they made on YouTube. YouTubers are striking it rich through a 

combination of ad revenue, brand partnerships, personal business venture, and more. 
13

  

                                                 
7
Id. Art 5 

8
UNDP, Working Paper-Performance, and Prospects of Tax Collection in Ethiopia, UNITED NATIONS DEV. 

PROGRAM. (2001). pg. 15 
9
Id. 

10
Rubathee Nadaraja & Rashad Yazdanifard, Center of Southern New Hampshire University ( SNHU ), Social 

Media Marketing (2013)., Pg. 2 
11

Id. at 3. 
12

YouTube channel producers earn ad cash through YouTube AdSense partnership programs. Ads are embedded on 

a YouTube channel page that (hopefully) generates revenue from channel viewership. If there are ad dollars to share, 

YouTube grabs 45%, and you, the channel producer, earn 55% as your commission.  Brian O‘Connell, The 

Street.com, How Much Do YouTubers Make Oct 12 (2018), available at 

https://www.thestreet.com/technology/how-much-do-youtubers-make-14743540  (accessed on 21
st
 of Nov 2019) 

13
Media Kix, The top 12 ways youtubers make money, (2019), available athttps://mediakix.com/blog/how-do-

youtubers-get-paid-make-money/ (Accessed on April 12 2020) 

https://www.thestreet.com/technology/how-much-do-youtubers-make-14743540
https://mediakix.com/blog/how-do-youtubers-get-paid-make-money/
https://mediakix.com/blog/how-do-youtubers-get-paid-make-money/
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Furthermore, the blog is about structure a relationship with your reader.
14

 Where their tax 

liabilities and duties are treated according to the law of every specific country, but they governed 

differently from the traditional business activities.  Of course, studies show that countries are 

facing challenges to administer taxation issues of digital business.
15

 Some of the challenges are; 

difficulties to trace the background of the business, characterization of income, jurisdictional 

issues, and the problem associated with the principles of resident and non-resident.
16

  In this 

regard, OECD at least tried to deal with the existing digital business problems and propose for 

the harmonized digital taxation principles. But still these efforts did not address well the 

domestic challenges of digital businesses.  

According to the Forbes report
17

 on 3 Dec 2018, only the top ten YouTubers make an aggregate 

of 180.5 Million USD by streaming videos through their respective channels. These youtubers 

are from different part of the world, whenever they make money, they are expected to settle their 

tax duty. USA, India, South Africa and Nigeria all these countries collect taxes from their 

residents for generating income as a youtuber of blogger on the bases of personal income tax of 

each country. On the other hand, top 10 Ethiopian based YouTube channels have got around 1.5 

billion views since establishment.
18

 YouTube will make a payment between 3 to 5 USD for 1000 

views and it obvious how much money that the country is losing through lack of adequate legal 

frameworks to regulate taxation issues of social media and blog businesses. The writer of the 

paper gives an emphasis on these social media platforms since they are accessed widely in the 

country. And they are generating taxable incomes but not paying tax. This is mainly because of 

the inadequacy of the legal frameworks.  

                                                 
14

30daysblogchallenge, How to make money blogging (2019), available 

at;(https://get.30dayblogchallenge.com/how-make-money-blogging/?dst=google 

c&gclid=CjwKCAiA98TxBRBtEiwAVRLqu5eaC_s67V2j0F75Wf6_QZr79DPqYtjwVEet-2-

BR1Z8kW25V01uHRoC0b4QAvD_BwE) (Accessed on April 15 2020) 
15

 Michael Carnahan, Asia and the pacific policy studies, Taxation Challenges in Developing Countries, (2015) pg. 

173 
16

 OCDE, ADDRESSING THE TAX CHALLENGES OF THE DIGITAL ECONOMY, OECD/G20 BASE EROSION AND 

SHIFTING PROJECT, ACTION 1: 2014 DELIVERABLE, OECD/G20 BASE EROSION AND PROFIT SHIFTING PROJECT 

(2014).  
17

 Natalie Robehmed and Madeline Berg, Forbes, Highest Paid YouTube Stars 2018: Dec 2 (2018), available 

athttps://www.forbes.com/sites/natalierobehmed/2018/12/03/highest-paid-youtube-stars-2018-markiplier-jake-paul-

pewdiepie-and-more/#27684618909a (accessed on 24
th

 of Nov 2019) 
18

 YouTube Statistics Nov 2019, Available at (https://www.socialbakers.com/statistics/youtube/channels/ethiopia) 

(accessed on 24
th

 of Nov 2019) 

https://get.30dayblogchallenge.com/how-make-money-blogging/?dst=google%20c&gclid=CjwKCAiA98TxBRBtEiwAVRLqu5eaC_s67V2j0F75Wf6_QZr79DPqYtjwVEet-2-BR1Z8kW25V01uHRoC0b4QAvD_BwE
https://get.30dayblogchallenge.com/how-make-money-blogging/?dst=google%20c&gclid=CjwKCAiA98TxBRBtEiwAVRLqu5eaC_s67V2j0F75Wf6_QZr79DPqYtjwVEet-2-BR1Z8kW25V01uHRoC0b4QAvD_BwE
https://get.30dayblogchallenge.com/how-make-money-blogging/?dst=google%20c&gclid=CjwKCAiA98TxBRBtEiwAVRLqu5eaC_s67V2j0F75Wf6_QZr79DPqYtjwVEet-2-BR1Z8kW25V01uHRoC0b4QAvD_BwE
https://www.forbes.com/sites/natalierobehmed/2018/12/03/highest-paid-youtube-stars-2018-markiplier-jake-paul-pewdiepie-and-more/#27684618909a
https://www.forbes.com/sites/natalierobehmed/2018/12/03/highest-paid-youtube-stars-2018-markiplier-jake-paul-pewdiepie-and-more/#27684618909a
https://www.socialbakers.com/statistics/youtube/channels/ethiopia
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Ethiopia‘s latest Income Tax Proclamation No 2016 came up with some amendments and 

modifications from the previous tax proclamation No. 286/2002. Nevertheless, tax concerns of 

digital business, specifically social media businesses like that of YouTube, in one hand, and 

Blogging activities on the other, are not regulated adequately under the new tax proclamation 

No. 979/2016.  

1.2. Statement of the Problem 

It is evident that many countries are facing less revenue, excessive public expenditure, and high 

finical constrain. Given that enhancing revenue through taxation serves as a primary means of 

financing public goods, public infrastructure, and maintaining law and order.
19

 Ethiopia is also 

facing these problems too. Besides, the digital world has become one of the challenges of 

taxation and tax law administration. Digital business has a dynamic and changing characteristic 

which demands dynamic, well-designed, and up to date tax laws to achieve the public needs by 

increasing the revenue of the country.
20

 Ethiopia‘s new tax proclamation addressed various gaps 

of the amended income tax proclamation to enhance the revenue of the country. But still, there 

are many issues unsolved or needs to be redesigned to address the contemporary tax issues of 

digital business, specifically, income from social media channels and blogs. 

Unlike proc No. 282/2002, the latest income tax proclamation tries to include every income from 

any transaction to be taxed at the rate of 15 percent. Specifically, any other income which does 

not fall under the three schedules or other provisions of the proclamation will be governed by 

this proclamation.
21

 But there are three significant problems related to income from social media 

and blog businesses. 

i. The new proclamation no 979/2016, from its inception, has not been designed to deal 

with the digital economy in general and digital business in particular. Besides, the 

proclamation has no flavor of the digital business, because the unique characteristics 

of digital business could not be treated in the same manner with 

conventional/traditional business types. Hence the proclamation does not fit the need 

                                                 
19

OCDE, ADDRESSING THE TAX CHALLENGES OF THE DIGITAL ECONOMY, OECD/G20 BASE EROSION AND SHIFTING 

PROJECT, ACTION 1: 2014 DELIVERABLE, OECD/G20 BASE EROSION AND PROFIT SHIFTING PROJECT (2014). Pg. 30 
20

Eli Hadzhieva, Impact of Digitalisation on International Tax Matters - Challenges and Remedies 1–113 (2019), 

(http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2019/626078/IPOL_STU(2019)626078_EN.pdf.) Pg. 15 
21

FDRE income tax proclamation, supra note 2. Art. 63.  
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and the unique aspects of digital business of social media and blog businesses to 

regulate according to the existing provisions under it. 

ii. As one of the amendments took place by incorporating Art. 63 under the 

proclamation No 979/2016, all incomes should be taxed at the rate of 15%, unlike the 

previous proclamation no 282/2002.
22

 Thus, according to this provision, any income 

which does not fall under the four schedules will be governed by this proclamation 

with a flat rate of 15%. However, this provision is not adequate to regulate digital 

business, specifically social media and blog businesses, with the following two 

reasons; One, social media and blog businesses are a type of digital marketing; hence 

they are literally business activities. So, they should be governed and taxed in 

accordance with the business income tax, hence it needs should be treated under 

business schedule. Therefore, this business type cannot be governed as per Art 63 

while there is a separate schedule under the proclamation, which applies to business 

income taxes. Two, applying Art. 63 of the proclamation would definitely defeat the 

fundamental principles of taxation like that of certainty, equity, neutrality and etc. 

When we say the principle of certainty is defeated by Art. 63, it is because this 

principle requires tax laws and regulations must be clear and easy to understand by 

the taxpayers as well as the tax administrators.
23

 Unless it creates arbitrary decisions 

on the taxpayers. Art. 63 is not clear and simple since it framed in a general statement 

which impose a 15% flat rate tax that makes the provision ambiguous to apply for 

different income levels. And also, it is not simple to govern taxation source of social 

media and blog businesses with the existing structure of the proclamation. The other 

defect with Art. 63 of the proclamation is undermining the principle of equity. The 

principle of equity is essential under any tax legal frameworks, it requires the tax laws 

to incorporate vertical and horizontal equity. These are taxing different sources or 

incomes differently with different rates and collecting more taxes from who make 

more money.
24

 Art 63 is a type of provision which violates the principle of equity 

both vertical one as well as the horizontal. It defeats the vertical one, since it has a 

similar tax rate of 15% for various levels of income sources. And it is against 

                                                 
22

 FDRE tax proclamation, Art. 63 
23

 OECD, supra note 19 at 30 
24

 Id. 
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horizontal equity, because it doesn‘t levy more tax rate than 15% on those who get 

more taxable incomes. Thus, using same tax rate in a general and unclear provision 

will never meet the purpose and objective of taxation and the standard legal 

frameworks.     

In addition, the principle of neutrality infers any tax system or regulation should not 

be discriminatory between various types of business activities. This requires the 

proclamation and its provisions should be neutral and fair among different economic 

choices and business activities. Here one should see that applying Art. 63 is 

inconsistent with the notion of the principle, because one of a business activities 

called digital business will be treated by a 15% flat rate tax while other business 

activities will be governed under a separate business schedule according to their 

income level and with every tax treatments. And this could discriminate digital 

business as the principle clearly depicts.   

iii. One may argue that the business type under the central question of this paper may be 

governed according to Schedule C of the proclamation. But digital business has a 

unique and distinct feature, unlike traditional marketing. Thus, taking into 

consideration the uniqueness of the business type, it needs legislation that adequately 

governs its tax issues. Here, it limits the effectiveness and disregards the purpose of 

the proclamation if schedule C applied to social media and blog businesses, which 

was drafted to regulate the traditional business transactions. But this doesn't mean that 

this schedule is totally inapplicable, but it is inadequate to govern digital business, 

specifically social media, and blog businesses. The definition of business, 

characterization of income, the tax base and rate, the deduction, and depreciation 

parts of the proclamation and schedule C of the proclamation is inadequate to regulate 

social media and blog businesses. These contents were crafted and designed with the 

intention to regulate traditional businesses of goods and services. Hence, it is very 

remote to administer tax issues of social media and blog businesses.   

The income of a business, professional, vocational, occupational, and any activities considered as 

a trade by the Commercial Code of Ethiopia are charged under schedule C of proclamation No 

979/2016. Whether the businesses are run by sole proprietors or entities organized mainly as 
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companies, schedule C serves as the basic source of rules for taxation.
25

 But this statement only 

works for traditional businesses as it is discussed in the above.   

Countries' experience shows that there are specific rules and regulations to administer taxation of 

social media and blog businesses. As per the law of the U.S, working as a YouTuber makes a 

person self-employed. Subsequently, a self-employed YouTuber treated under the status of sole-

proprietor, and it entitles any deductions related to the YouTube business; hence it will be 

subtracted from the annual income of the business. Also, any YouTuber can form either LLC or 

Limited Liability Company but is considered as a sole proprietor.
26

 On the other hand, Indian tax 

law categorized any income from the social media business, blogging, or website as an income 

from business or profession for income tax. And it is considered as a company or sole 

proprietorship business. Moreover, any deductions apply to the income derived from those 

business activities.
27

 

According to the Digital Report in 2018, there are 16.4 million Internet users in Ethiopia with 

Internet penetration at 15 percent. Out of those, 3.6 million are active social media users.   

Data on Ethiopia shows that annual growth for Internet users is at 37 percent, and the number of 

active social media users is growing by 20 percent.
28

 Most importantly, the study chooses to be 

explicitly conducted on social media and blog businesses because of the spread of these 

businesses in Ethiopia and the inadequacy of the tax legal regime to govern tax issues of social 

media and blog businesses. Because these challenges the country is losing significant amount of 

tax sources and this shows how it is timely to think for adequate regulation of social media and 

blog businesses to enhance the revenue of the country.  

 

 

1.3. Objectives of the Study 

                                                 
25

Tasesse Lencho, The University of Alabama, The Ethiopian Income Tax System: Policy, Design, and Practice 

(2014), pg. 368 
26

Kleineganz, YTtalk, Understanding Taxes for Self-Employed YouTubers Jan 17 (2014), available at 

http://yttalk.com/threads/understanding-taxes-for-self-employed-youtubers.104605/ (accessed on 25
th

 of Nov 2019) 
27

Anil Gupta, AM22 Tech, Income Tax on Google AdSense Income in India from YouTube Blog 30 Dec (2019), 

available at https://www.am22tech.com/tax-on-google-adsense-income/(accessed on Nov 25
th

 of 2019) 
28

Staff Reporter, Capital, Digital in 2018: Report shows fast-growing internet use in Africa Feb 19, (2018), 

Available at  https://www.capitalethiopia.com/capital/digital-2018-report-shows-fast-growing-internet-use-africa/ 

(accessed on 26
th

 of Nov 2019) 

http://yttalk.com/members/kleineganz.10693/
http://yttalk.com/threads/understanding-taxes-for-self-employed-youtubers.104605/
https://www.am22tech.com/tax-on-google-adsense-income/
https://www.capitalethiopia.com/author/staff_capital/
https://www.capitalethiopia.com/capital/digital-2018-report-shows-fast-growing-internet-use-africa/
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1.3.1. General Objective 

The general objective of the study is to analyze the legal framework of Ethiopian business 

income tax in light of digital marketing, specifically social media and blog businesses.  

1.3.2. Specific objective 

- The study analyzes framework of Ethiopian income tax proclamation regarding taxation 

on digital businesses. 

- Identifying the legal challenges and problems that the income tax proclamation has in 

regulating tax issues of social media and blog businesses. 

- The study examine lessons Ethiopia drives from international experiences for adequate 

regulation of taxation on social media and blog businesses. These countries are selected 

in a representative way.   

1.4. Research Questions 

Ethiopian income tax in light of social media and blog businesses is the primary concern that this 

study will explore, the paper also raises the following specific questions:  

i. Is the Ethiopian income tax proclamation designed to address income from 

social media and blog businesses?  

ii. What are the legal challenges in regulating income derived from social 

media and blog businesses under the income tax proclamation?   

iii. What international experiences Ethiopia should consider for the existing 

legal challenges?  

1.5. Scope of the Study 

This paper is limited to Ethiopian Income Tax proclamation No. 979/2016 and, of course, to 

some extent, it looks into some relevant legislation to study the problem precisely. 

Thus, the study tried to explore the income tax proclamation and its applicability to social media 

and blog businesses to came up with possible recommendations. By doing so, it also to consider 

other countries' experiences and legal regimes specific to the problem at hand. Moreover, other 

proclamations, regulations, directives, and manuals were consulted whenever they were needed. 

1.6. Significance of the Study 
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Digital marketing in general and social media business and blogging activities, in particular, are 

growing very fast and becoming one of the major sources of public revenue in the glob and 

Ethiopia as well. 

Ethiopia is advocating and working for the increment of public revenue to fulfill the public need. 

But it needs an effective, clear, and well-designed regulatory mechanism to effectively collect 

and levy taxation on social media and blog businesses.  

Therefore, the paper is useful for the government and the tax authority, since it shows the gaps 

and legal challenges of income tax proclamation in addressing digital businesses and the possible 

way outs for effective tax administration of this business type.  In addition, the paper will serve 

as a gap-filling research work in the existing income tax proclamation in light of digital business.  

Furthermore, this study will also be used as the starting point for those who wants to do further 

research in the area. 

1.7. Limitations of the Study 

Lack of adequate research on Ethiopian taxation in general and business income taxation, in 

particular, was one of the limitations that the writer faced while doing this research paper. 

Specifically, tax and digital marketing, including how tax and income from social media and 

blog businesses regulated, are untouched, and there is no research paper in this area. 

Internationally there are no in-depth research papers concerning the topic raised by this paper 

except short articles, laws, and media reports. But this does not mean that it is not researched in 

light of digital marketing. 

The area is growing fast; however, most African countries do not give concerns and frame 

regulatory apparatus. Thus, the limitation was drawing comparative analysis in this paper from 

other African countries. However, the paper tried to discuss developed and developing countries' 

experiences of tax regulation on these business activities. 

Covid-19 impact and political unrest were also the major problems that the writer had faced 

while doing this research paper. And the impact of these problems was huge since there was no 

transportation, internet access, and even it was difficult to interview individuals. The other 

problem could be a financial constraint, which negatively impacts the activity of researcher, but 

he tried to manage financial constrains personally.  
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1.8. Literature Review 

Under the literature part, there are writings that are closely and remotely related with the study 

paper both from domestic and international sources. But they are discussed here in after to show 

how much the area is researched and the distinct objective that this study paper come up with.    

Yonas Mekonin in his book titled, ―Challenges of taxation of E-Commerce in Ethiopia‖ 

addressed to identify and examine the challenges of taxation of e-commerce in Ethiopia. By 

focusing on income tax, VAT, and tax administration.
29

 Whereas, this study paper addressed 

social media and blog businesses which is very different from the concern of Yonas Mokonin‘s 

book and objective.  Muluken Bayabil, on the other hand wrote an article by focusing on the 

legal aspects of electronic commerce in general. Under his article, he addressed the legal 

frameworks and regulations E-commerce in Ethiopia and its current challenges by comparing 

with the international system and other experiences.
30

  

Seifu Desalegn Mengesha, under a thesis titled with Social Media marketing practice in tourism 

and hospitality industry in Ethiopia: Evidences from star-rated hotels in Addis Ababa, which is 

all about information dissemination through social media outlets and their effects in advancing 

tourism.
31

 In the same token, Assegid Ayele Misganaw also addressed e-marketing adoption in 

tourism businesses of Ethiopia focusing on e-marketing implementation modalities under an 

article called E-Marketing Adoption: An Overview from Ethiopian Tourism Businesses.
32

Roman 

Dessie, also analyzed the practice of digital marketing in promoting Ethiopian tourism which is 

very far from the objective of this study paper.
33

  

When we see international writings; adequate researchers have not made on the issue of taxation 

of social media businesses; however, there are writings and some papers that deal with 

challenges of taxation in digital marketing and the digital economy. 

                                                 
29

 Yonas Mekonin, Challenges of Taxation of E-commerce in Ethiopia, (July 11 2018). 
30

 Muluken Bayabil Bessie, Mizan Law Review, legal aspects of electronic commerce: The case in Ethiopia. (24 

February 2020), Available at: (https://www.abyssinialaw.com/blog-posts/item/1917-legal-aspects-of-electronic-

commerce-the-case-in-ethiopia). (Accessed on August 25, 2020) 
31

 Seifu Desalegn Mengesha, MA thesis submitted to Addis Ababa, Social Media marketing practice in tourism and 

hospitality industry in Ethiopia: Evidences from star-rated hotels in Addis Ababa:, (June 2018) 
32

 Assegid Ayele Misganaw, African Journal of Hospitality, Tourism and Leisure, Volume 8(3), E-Marketing 

Adoption: An Overview from Ethiopian Tourism Businesses, (2019) 
33

 Roman Dessie, MA thesis submitted to Addis Ababa University School of commerce, Analyzing the practice of 

digital marketing in promoting Ethiopian tourism in case of Ethiopian tourism organization, (May 2018) 

https://www.abyssinialaw.com/blog-posts/item/1917-legal-aspects-of-electronic-commerce-the-case-in-ethiopia
https://www.abyssinialaw.com/blog-posts/item/1917-legal-aspects-of-electronic-commerce-the-case-in-ethiopia
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OECD published a document in 2014 on the title of "Broader tax challenges raised by the digital 

economy‖
34

Addressed the practical and administrative challenges in terms of collecting the 

appropriate amounts of consumption tax from digital technologies. 

According to the document, Nexus, Data, and Characterization are practical challenges where 

they defined as follows; Nexus reflects "The continual increase in the potential of digital 

technologies and the reduced need in many cases for extensive physical presence to carry on 

business, combined with the increasing role of network effects generated by customer 

interactions, can raise questions as to whether the current rules to determine nexus with a 

jurisdiction for tax purposes are appropriate."
35

 

Whereas, Data is all about “The growth in sophistication of information technologies has 

permitted companies in the digital economy to gather and use information across borders to an 

unprecedented degree.”
36

And the characterization is when, "The development of new digital 

products or means of delivering services creates uncertainties about the proper characterization 

of payments made in the context of new business models, particularly to cloud computing."
37

 

On the other hand, the administrative challenges are Identification, Determining the extent of 

activities, Information collection and Verification and Identification of customers. Thus, digital 

economy involves traditional identification challenges whereas it's quite simple to determine the 

parties taking part in the process, but "it may be impossible to ascertain the extent of sales or 

other activities without information from the offshore seller, as there may be no sales or other 

accounting records held in the local jurisdiction or otherwise accessible by the local revenue 

authority.”
38

 

Additionally, Information collection and verification is applied to ―verify local activity, the 

market jurisdiction’s tax administration may need to seek information from parties that have no 

operations in the jurisdiction and are not subject to regulation therein.” And Identification of 

customers deals with ―several ways in which a business can identify the country of residence of 

its client and/or the country in which consumption occurs.”
39

 

                                                 
34

OCDE, supra note 19. 
35

Id. 
36

Id. 
37

Id. 
38

Id. 
39

Id. 
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Hence, the paper discusses the digital economy and its taxation challenges where there are no 

specific concerns about the social media business and related activities. Most importantly, it is 

not a paper that comments on legal instruments. 

Dieter Bräuninger
40

 , on his paper, tried to discuss how to deal with the weaknesses of the 

current international corporate tax system, which have been seen in digitalization. By taking into 

consideration the commitment of the international community to strive for a solution by 2020.  

According to the paper, the writer advocates for the introduction of a new set of international 

corporate tax rules. The proposal includes "the creation of a global corporate tax base and an 

allocation of the tax revenues according to certain metrics, which take into account local 

employment, capital use, and sales.”
41

 

The writer argued for the harmonization of rules and laws that will be imposed by countries to 

end up challenges associated with digitalization. But still, social media and the related area of 

businesses are not touched more specifically when it becomes for a specific country or 

jurisdiction. Which, of course, shall be dealt with by each concerned country. 

A research paper on ―Tax Challenges of the Digital Economy”
42

 is a bit different from the 

previous papers. Unlike other documents that are discussed in the above, the writer of this paper 

proposed for the adjustment and restructuring of countries' specific tax systems and tax laws to 

address new challenges of the digital economy
43

 Besides, the paper stated the mechanisms 

devised by countries to deal with the taxation of the digital economy and how they failed to 

consider traditional principles of international taxation. "In practice, many countries look for 

immediate solutions for acute problems. They try to tax what they see as a clear manifestation of 

the digital business model, not taking into account different expenditures that are connected with 

the value creation and its´ location, risk-bearing, etc. These unilateral solutions often lead to 

double taxation and do not respect the traditional principles of international taxation."
44

 

Eli Hadzhieva
45

 , on her paper, simply tried to show how countries administer their taxation 

issues on digital platforms.  For instance, it took France and Italy and their legal regime on how 

                                                 
40

Ana Paula Dourado, Taxing the digital economy, 47 INTERTAX 138–139 (2019). 
41

Id. 
42

Monika Sestakova, Tax Challenges of the Digital Economy Paper to be presented at a conference “Management 

Challenges ..2018”, April 2018. 
43

Id. 
44

Id. 
45

Hadzhieva, supra note 23. 
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they make revenue from YouTube and Websites. “In France, a 2% tax levied on the advertising 

revenue by the resident or non-resident platforms broadcasting free or paid videos online, such 

as YouTube or Netflix, came into effect at the beginning of 2018. France also introduced its so-

called 'GAFA tax'—named after Google, Apple, Facebook, and Amazon—to ensure the global 

internet giants pay a fair share of taxes on their substantial business operations in Europe 

(applies as from 1 January 2019)."
46

It also set a minimum threshold of 3000 transactions 

annually and which taxed at the rate of 3 percent.  

In the same token, ―the Italian Income Tax Code has also introduced a Significant Economic 

Presence (SEP) test and amended the definition of PE. The SEP test shall apply where factors, 

such as revenues and numbers of customers, are located, but physical presence is not necessarily 

needed to indicate a significant presence."
47

This applies to websites operated in the jurisdiction 

of the country. 

Kaplanhan and et al.
48

 tries to address the concerns of developing countries and how they set 

mechanisms to make revenue the digital transaction, specifically social media. "Major 

international internet companies are only subject to tax in the countries where their 

headquarters are located and do not pay taxes in other nations where they earn money. 

Particularly in developing countries, tax-loss reaches serious dimensions. This study will focus 

on the problem of social media taxation. Also, solution proposals will be presented, especially 

for developing countries."
49

 

 

 

1.9. Research Methodology 

1.9.1. Research Approach 

The thesis employed doctrinal methodology in order to achieve the objective and the framed 

research questions of the study. Besides, taking into consideration the main aims of the thesis 

that is critically analyzing the legal framework of digital business taxation by giving an emphasis 

                                                 
46

Id.at 40. 
47

Id.at 39. 
48

Munich Personal & Repec Archive, Munich Personal RePEc Archive Untaxed Social-Media Problem and 

Potential Solutions (2017). 
49

Id. 
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to social media and blog businesses, which currently is not well regulated under the ambit of the 

tax regime.  Because of the main reason that the tax proclamation is inadequate so as to apply on 

income from social media and blog businesses since the structure, the design, the content, and 

the theoretical foundation behind the promulgation of the proclamation contradicts with the 

principles and theoretical foundation of digital business taxation, which needs critical analysis of 

legal documents, pieces of literature and international experiences on the one hand and practical 

challenges on the other hand so as to come up with sound recommendations to balance the 

interest of the government and the taxpayer community. Here the interest of the state should not 

be disregarded to broaden tax bases and enhance revenue to finance the public need. But the 

legal regime must fulfill all digital business taxation principles, structure, arrangement, and 

design.  

Therefore, the study is based on the doctrinal methodology in which an attempt to identify the 

status of the Ethiopian Income Tax proclamation on the income derived from the social media 

and blog businesses will be made by exploring legal documents and literature of business income 

taxation. Accordingly, the researcher used a qualitative research method to critically analyze the 

issue, and interviews also made with relevant organs of the government, tax law professionals, 

and people in social media and blog business activities. For the purpose of comparative study, I 

have used some countries' experiences as a lesson for the Ethiopian legal regime. These are 

USA, India, Spain, Tanzania, South Africa, Nigeria, Uganda, and Kenya social media and blog 

business taxation experiences since it helps to compare between the developed legal regime and 

developing countries. Additionally, it provides some financial statements concerning the income 

of social media and blog businesses based in Ethiopia.  

 

1.9.2. Data Types and Data Sources 

The research used the following data sources by applying the essential data collection 

techniques of document review and interview so as to collect important and necessary 

information concerning the problem at hand.   Hence, the primary sources of data are based on 

the review and analysis of legal documents and interview to address issues related to gaps in 

regulating income from social media and blog businesses. The income tax proclamation 

no…./2016, Income tax proclamation of No. 286/2002, Commercial code of Ethiopia, countries 

income tax laws were analyzed. People in business activities were interviewed to get the exact 
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practical issues to answer questions like why they are not paying tax, how they evade, and how 

the business is conducted in Ethiopia. In addition, the Ministry of Custom and Revenue 

personnel‘s those who have a direct relation with the problem of the hand to see the challenges 

they have in the administration of taxation issue of digital businesses and to get their 

understanding of the existing legal challenges of digital business taxation. Moreover, 

professional of the tax law was also part of the interview  

On the other hand, secondary data emanated from literature, commentaries, and writings on the 

challenges and problems of legislation in regulating income taxation of these business types 

were discussed as a secondary source of data. Furthermore, the study and assessment of 

international digital business taxation are also part of the secondary date.  

 

1.9.3. Methods of Data Collections 

The researcher employed document analysis, examining international experiences and key 

informant interviews as a tool of data collection to get important data and information from the 

respective sources.    

 

1.9.4. Methods of Data Analysis   

The data collected through the specified techniques were critically analyzed and interpreted 

based on the basic tools of legal reasoning to came up with a relevant conclusion that will answer 

the questions presented and the objectives stated by the thesis, which is basically, to give a 

concrete conclusion on why a digital business like that of social media and blog businesses are 

not taxed as per the law of the country, to know what legal challenges that hinder the 

implantation of the law, to specify the gaps under the income tax proclamation, and to address 

the possible way-out for the existing challenges by considering theoretical foundation and 

principles of digital business taxation and the need of the government to enhance public revenue.    
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1.9.5. Ethical Consideration 

While doing this thesis, the following ethical considerations were employed:  

 Consent: all the participants of the study were requested for their free and full 

consent before any engagements.  

 Privacy and Confidentiality: the informants were informed that any confidential 

information acquired would be kept secret and will not be used for purposes other 

than the objective of the study. 

 The anonymity of the participants: participants were told in advance that their 

identity would not be disclosed if they want.  

 Proper acknowledgment: proper acknowledgment of their contribution to the study 

have been incorporated.  

 

1.10. Organization of the Study  

The thesis is divided into four chapters. The first chapter presents the introductory issues and is 

subdivided into nine subsections, including the general background, statement of the problem, 

objectives, research questions, research methodology, scope, significance, limitations, and 

literature review. Chapter two discusses the general overview of taxation of digital businesses 

vis-à-vis international taxation legal frameworks and other countries‘ experiences. The third 

chapter examines and analyzes the adequacy of the income tax proclamation in regulating social 

media and blog businesses. Finally, chapter four ends up with a conclusion and 

recommendations.   
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CHAPTER – TWO 

2. THE GENERAL OVERVIEW OF TAXATION OF DIGITAL 

BUSINESSES VIS-À-VIS INTERNATIONAL LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

AND OTHER COUNTRIES’ EXPERIENCES:  

Introduction:  

This chapter is dedicated to giving, to some extent, the general concept of digital marketing 

development and its conceptual frameworks in business activities. It also discusses how social 

media and blogs are used for business activities so as to generate income since it lay down a 

foundation to understand their taxation concerns in later discussions. On the other hand, the 

chapter gives special attention to international legal frameworks and challenges of taxation on 

digital business. Of course, this business area is a recent phenomenon, and countries are facing 

challenges to collect taxes due to jurisdictional concerns, lack of cooperation between 

governments, and lack of harmonized obligatory legal frameworks at the international level. But 

at least it shows the ongoing international efforts by international organizations like that of 

OECD and group 20 countries. This overview is essential in understanding the challenges of 

taxation on digital business and its components like that of social media and blog businesses at 

the international level. Because the study will try to address taxation issues of social media and 

blog businesses at the domestic legal formwork level but looking into the international 

experience and the theories and principles behind will be helpful in framing consistent and 

conclusive conclusions. Incidentally, this chapter also discusses the general overview of taxation 

and. Its principles to give a broad understanding of taxation laws and tax principles that makes a 

legal system a sound one. It‘s irrelevant to talk about taxation of social media and blog 

businesses without understanding the business itself and taxation legal concepts. Finally, there 

will be a discussion on selected countries' legal frameworks as to how these countries regulate 

tax issues of social media and blog businesses. This is very important for the discussion that will 

be made in chapter three, which is about Ethiopian income tax proclamation and social media 

and blog businesses based in Ethiopia.         
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2.1.  Overview of digital business and social media and blog businesses:  

2.1.1. The concept of digital business and digital marketing 

Different corporations support a ―digital relationship‖ with customers. The term ―digital 

marketing‖ is used to describe the marketing of products and services using digital channels. But 

now it transformed into enormous business centers by promoting brands and products, retaining 

costumers and increasing sales, build customer preference, and providing digital technology 

access to customers and stakeholders.
50

 

Whereas Electronic Commerce is defined as ―The use of electronic transmission mediums 

(telecommunications) to engage in the exchange, including buying and selling, of products and 

services requiring transportation, either physically or digitally, from location to location.‖
51

 In 

support of this idea, Art 2 of UNCITRAL (United Nations Commission on International Trade 

Law) Model Law on Electronic Commerce defines Data Message as: ―information generated, 

sent, received or stored by electronic, optical or similar means including, but not limited to, 

electronic data interchange (EDI), electronic mail, telegram, telex or telecopy.”
52

 While E-

Commerce has advanced most rapidly in developed countries, companies in developing countries 

increasingly use E-Commerce to strengthen their core business practices and spin-off new 

businesses. ―Electronic business is all about, time, cycle, speed, globalization, enhanced 

productivity, reaching new customers, and sharing knowledge across institutions for competitive 

advantage.‖
53

 

2.1.2. The development of Electronic Commerce 

Electronic commerce applications began in the 1970s with innovations like electronic transfer of 

funds. Later which developed into electronic data interchange (EDI). “Electronic Data 

Interchange is the exchange of business documents such as purchase order and invoice in 

standardized electronic form between organizations, which can be interpreted and used directly 

by application programs.”
54

 

                                                 
50

 P.K Kannan and Li Hongushang (Alice), International Journal of Research in Marketing, Digital marketing: A 

framework, review and research agenda, University of Maryland, Indiana University, (2017), pg. 23 
 

51
  Marilyn Greenstein and Todd M. Feinman, Irwin/McGraw-Hill, Security, Risk Management and Control-

Business Enterprises, (2000), pg. 58  
52

 UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce with Guide to Enactment, 1996, adopted in 1998, Art. 2 
53

 Available at: https://shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/bitstream/10603/92440/10/10_chapter%201.pdf (Accessed on: 

April, 19 2020 ) 
54

V. Rajaraman, Resonance Electronic Commerce, Vol. 5, Electronic Data Interchange and XML, (2001), pg. 19 
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Hence, electronic commerce became a convenient technology to connect and develop a series of 

technological, organizational, and societal developments. It also helps potentially cost reductions 

over traditional EDI.
55

 

Through this development, there have been three generations in an Electronic commerce 

emergency—those generational developments related to the content, community, commerce, 

communication, connectivity, collaboration, and customization. Of course, electronic commerce 

has emerged from the convergence of several major information technologies and business 

practices. In today‘s fast-paced economy, technology can be used to leverage the e-marketplace 

to gain a competitive advantage. Thus, the third-generation electronic commerce known as 

business to business (B2B), which offers unique benefits such as human intervention, less 

overhead expenses, fewer inadvertent errors, more efficiency, more advertising exposure, new 

markets, and new physical territories, equate to an intelligent method of mutual business.
56

 

On the other hand, there is a concept called the business to consumer (B2C), also referred to as 

e-tailing, which can be defined as the online retail transactions between a company and 

individual shoppers.
57

 It has become very evident that consumers preferring online transactions 

rather than the traditional methods increase, as the internet provides more information with 

fewer transaction costs.
58

 Factors that motivate the customers regarding online shopping can be 

listed as product digitizability, product complexity, and sensitivity, product tangibility, or 

industry structure characteristics.
59

 

Generally, electronic commerce is not the only technical issue to work on. But, still used as of 

strategic importance for the survival of the business by forcing the owner to look over their 

traditional business models, which is due to the increasing rate of online revenue.
60

 

 

 

2.1.3. Social Media and Blog Businesses 
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i. Social media businesses 

Social Media marketing becomes a preceding site without knowing it. It is promising for small 

businesses to increasing their competitive edge. With respect to pillars of social media, it should 

be noted that the "social media comes in many forms, such as blogs, microblogs (Twitter), social 

networks (Facebook, Link), media-sharing sites (YouTube, Flickr), social bookmarking and 

voting sites (Digg, Redit), review sites (Yelp), forums, and virtual worlds (Second Life)."
61

 

Of course, social media is the finest trend to create a business opportunity for companies to 

connect directly with their customers. Social media marketing is similar to the introduction of 

traditional forms of marketing, such as email and TV ads, which prevailed over word-of-mouth 

marketing. But in modern marketing, companies are rapidly integrating it into the functions. This 

form of marketing appears in many forms including social networks, blogs and microblogs, 

wikis, virtual worlds, writing communities, social bookmarking, forums and message boards, 

tagging, and news, writing communities, news feeds, contents, data, podcast portals, image and 

video sharing, and collective intelligence. The social media phenomenon is growing is at a fast 

pace. 
62

 

Moreover, social media marketing helps to connect and know what they want. Also, it is an 

evolving time to time through buy, sell, engage, and live in this digital age.
63

  

Therefore, social media marketing is a process that works from a subject perspective based on 

two emphases. The first emphasis here is on the person or individual involved, and secondly, the 

business interests. This marketing approach shifts from an impersonal advertisement of a 

personal profile on social media, to where your commercial venture now has a human face.
64

 

ii. Blog Business  

Marketing blog is a standard alone website, or section of an existing business domain, devoted to 

writing about subject matter related to their company‘s industry and its sub-fields. It became 
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mandatory for the web marketing business. To make a website marketing valuable, it should be 

visited well and rank in search engines. Found a way to get noticeable.
65

 

To make a website a valuable marketing asset, people actually need to see it. The more pages the 

website has, the more chances to rank in search engines. In short, business blogging is a low-cost 

way to create opportunities to get the website found by the people that you want to find it, so 

possible to generate new leads and customers for the business.
66

 

2.2. General Overview of Taxation  

It is quite important to understand the meaning of taxation and its conceptual frameworks by 

which how individuals are obliged to pay tax from the income he/she gained, and whereas how 

governments frame binding sanctions to collect taxes. Having this concept in mind will help to 

understand how every type of tax regime operates, and it also works for digital business 

taxations. Thus, the general concept of taxation is the foundation of every tax type, and it is the 

theoretical foundation for taxation laws.       

To talk about the root of taxation, we should deal with the government budget. The government 

budget is a financial plan of government revenue and expenditure. Although proper economic 

analysis calls for joint consideration of both aspects
67

, now we leave the expenditure side of 

budget policy and consider the revenue side. The government needs finance or revenue to 

undertake governmental overheads and furnish public goods and services. Hence, one of the 

major sources of government receipt is tax.  

Tax is a compulsory payment of money by the taxpayer to the government in exchange for an 

indirect benefit to the taxpayers. Tax is not a voluntary payment, and taxpayers cannot say we 

need not use a social service and claim not to pay tax.  Taxpayers do not expect a ‗quid pro quo‘ 

benefit or direct benefit as they do for private goods. Hence, indirectly they are entitled to get 

public goods. Regarding private goods, there is freedom and flexibility. People are free and 
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voluntarily decide to pay for particular goods and no compulsion. Moreover, the one who avoids 

paying will be excluded from accessing that particular supply. In comparison, the principle of 

exclusion can‘t be applied to public goods.  

For instance, in the case of defense service or road service, everyone claims to get service 

whether he/she pays voluntarily or not. Impossible to exclude those who are not contributing 

their effort to the public service. This creates the problem of ‗free riders‘; some will be benefited 

from the service without contributing their burden voluntarily.  

Therefore, the provision of these public services made through compulsory contribution, 

taxation.
68

 Compulsion is an essential element of taxation. This means without the sanction of 

the state or the threat of use of force; there is no taxation.  Therefore, all the above discussions 

have a point with digital taxation and taxpayers from digital business 

2.3. Fundamental Principles of Taxation 

Under this sub section the discussion will focus on fundamental principles of taxation. These 

principles are always considered during the drafting process of taxation rules and laws. Without 

these principles, it is quite difficult to have a sound tax laws and policies. Since, the study tries to 

push for the regulation of digital business of social media and blog businesses in Ethiopia, the 

principles must be considered for effect and sound regulation of taxation of digital businesses. 

Thus, whenever there is a move to have rule on digital business taxation the principles discussed 

here in after should be part and parcel of the law and regulation.    

Let‘s discuss important issues of taxation by raising the revenue of the government. The points 

are how we can make taxation to meet its purpose? How can the tax system be a sound tax 

system? What conditions should be fulfilled to make a tax system a good tax system?  

Backtrace to 18
th

 C Adam smith listed four principles, in his word canons, in which a good tax 

system should be fulfilled. These principles are canons of equality, certainty, connivance, and 

economy, respectively. These principles are still found in many tax systems, and they are 

referred to as the quality of a sound tax system though there are other conditions or canons 

nowadays.
69

 These principles will be discussed one by one:  
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Principle of equality: A good tax system should promote equity and fairness. Adam Smith 

defined the canon of equality based on the theory of ability to pay. According to him, everyone 

should contribute to the government based on the ability to pay in proportion to the revenue 

he/she generates.
70

 

Other than the theory of ability to pay, there is the benefit received theory regarding the principle 

of equality. The main focus of this theory is on the benefit received by the taxpayers. According 

to this theory, those who enjoy more benefits from the social service provided by the government 

should pay more amount of tax than those who enjoy less. This theory characterized the 

taxpayers and the government relationship as a quid pro quo relationship, which is very far from 

the spirit of taxation. Taxpayers should expect nothing expect from the government in 

substitution to the tax they paid. Another difficulty associated with the theory of benefit received 

is measuring the amount of benefit received by taxpayers.  For instance, how much benefit an 

individual taxpayer derives from the service of national defense, education, or from maintaining 

law and order by the government cannot be measured with an objective criterion. Secondly, most 

of the Government expenditure is incurred on common indivisible benefits so that the division of 

benefits of government expenditure is not possible.
71

 

Principle of certainty: The tax to be paid by the taxpayers should be certain. According to 

Adam Smith, the time of payment, the manner of payment, the quantity to be paid ought all to be 

clear and understandable to the contributor and everyone. The time, manner, and amount of tax 

being certain to avoid or at least minimize arbitrariness and corruption in the tax system. Any 

amount of uncertainty in these respects may invite a lot of trouble. Hence, certainty is vital to 

prevent the occurrence of these potential troubles.
72

 

Principle of convenience: The tax ought not to be painful and troublesome to the taxpayers. The 

time and manner of tax payment ought must be convenient for the taxpayers. As well, the 
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government should select a convenient time and manner for taxpayers to levy and collect the tax. 

This minimizes the burden of taxpayers and enhances tax compliance.
73

 

Principle of the economy: According to A. Smith: “Every tax ought to be contrived as both to 

take out and to keep out of the pockets of the people as little as possible, over and above what it 

brings into the public treasury of the State.”
74

 Impossible to avoid the cost incurred for the 

collection of tax and to all processes conducted within it. However, it is possible to minimize the 

cost of administration and other costs associated with the collection of tax and the unusual delay 

of assessment. By doing this, the government can raise its revenue.
75

 

Aforesaid principles are referred to as classical principles or canons of taxation. And modern 

good tax system added other principles or canons of taxation.  

Principle of productivity: This principle implies that tax should encourage productivity and 

constrained from hamper production. Tax ought to improve and support the productive capacity 

of the taxpayers. Regarding the government, the principle of productivity implies that the 

government should cover its cost from the revenue derived from tax. The government should not 

turn its face to borrowing and making money to finance social service provided by it, though this 

very idealistic.
76

 

Principle of simplicity: The principle of simplicity is very complimented to the principle of 

certainty. The tax must be simple, intelligible, and understandable to everyone so that taxpayers 

calculate their tax liability without tax consultation or support of tax authority. The complication 

of tax will contribute to non-compliance to the taxation and tax evasion. Therefore, we can avoid 

these evils by making every tax simple and understandable.
77

 

Principle of elasticity: This canon implies that a tax should be flexible or elastic in yield. It 

should be levied in such a way that the rate of taxes can be changed according to the exigencies 
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of the situation. Whenever the government needs money, it must be able to extract as much 

income as possible without generating any harmful consequences through raising tax rates.
78

 

Principle of diversity: A single tax structure imposes the burden of paying tax in a certain class 

of people, and the majority becomes untouched. Diversity or dynamicity of tax structure involves 

a very large number of people in taxation; hence it also raises the revenue of the government. A 

dynamic or a diversified tax structure will result in the allocation of the burden of taxes among 

the vast population, which results in a low degree of incidence of tax in the aggregate.
79

 

The above canons of taxation are considered to be essential requirements of sound tax policy. 

Unfortunately, such an ideal tax system is rarely observed in the real world. But a tax authority 

must go on maintaining the above canons of taxation relentlessly so that a near-ideal tax 

structure can be built-up.  

2.4. International Legal Framework of Taxation on Digital Business and 

Its challenges:  

2.4.1. Taxation and digital business 

The OECD‘s work on addressing the tax challenges of the digital economy is currently divided 

into two segments. Pillar One deals with the allocation of taxing rights to market and user 

jurisdictions, and Pillar Two focuses on global minimum taxation. Together, the OECD 

anticipates that these proposals will lead to a significant increase in global tax revenues. The 

OECD‘s new proposal for a ‗unified approach,‘ under Pillar One, explains consumer-facing 

businesses. It creates new nexus rules based on sales and that do not require a physical presence 

in a jurisdiction. It is proposed to be determining the amount of income subject to tax in a market 

jurisdiction. First, the proposal would look at a multinational enterprise‘s profit, possibly on a 

business line rather than an overall basis, and would subtract from it deemed routine profits for 

activities carried out by the business. A portion of the residual would then be allocated to non-

routine profits not attributable to market jurisdictions. For example, trade intangibles, capital, 

and risk, with the remaining non-routine profit allocated to each market jurisdiction. The 
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proposal refers to this as ‗Amount A‘ and makes it clear that simplifying conventions – rather 

than conventional transfer pricing rules – would be needed to determine such amount. Amount 

A, therefore, represents a limited override of the arm‘s length principle. Also, it takes the 

position that Amount A should not replace the allocation of profit to distribution and marketing 

functions under traditional TP principles. It would then provide an additional allocation based on 

the presence of these functions: ‗Amount B.‘ Amount B aims to reflect the value of functions 

performed; the proposal notes that it may be desirable again to apply simplifying conventions to 

approximate this value, rather than a benchmark it on a case-by-case basis.
80

 

The proposal also includes an ‗Amount C,‘ which covers any amount in excess of the assumed 

return under Amount B that is allocable to the taxpayer‘s activity in the jurisdiction in question. 

The proposal notes the need for effective mechanisms for dispute prevention and resolution, 

including the possibility of mandatory dispute resolution, it remains to be seen what these will 

be. The OECD secretariat‘s proposal aims to balance adherence to the arm‘s-length principle, 

which has been the mainstay of TP for decades, with the need to placate countries that favored 

the fractional apportionment approach. The result is a somewhat limited overlay that employs 

assumptions and simplified conventions to determine the profits allocable to market jurisdictions 

but otherwise leaves the current TP system intact.
81

 

2.4.2. Tax in Digital Economy 

The question of how the increasingly digital economy will be taxed is under discussion by 

revenue authorities, multinational entities, and advisory bodies, and it is a question even for the 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). The discussions about who 

pays tax and where have been based on two models: residence taxation and source taxation. No 

matter where the income comes from people and companies should contribute to the public 
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service providers. Also, the latter holds that the country providing the opportunity to generate 

income or profits should have the right to levy tax. Both models are well understood when they 

are related to physical goods and services. But in practice, it's complex. In Digital services, 

customers receive a product from another country or place without the presence of the supplier. 

For example, anti-virus software. Where previously you would have gone to a computer store to 

buy a CD to install the software to your computer, now you can download the program online, 

directly from the software company. Whereas before you were paying value-added tax (VAT) on 

the item purchased in-store, now you are not paying any tax.
82

  

Thus, many regulators are implementing rules to prevent losing out on tax revenue. For instance, 

the minister of finance in South Africa has mentioned what VAT includes electronic services 

because it is significantly broadened. Electronic services are now defined as ―any services 

supplied by means of an electronic agent, electronic communication, or the internet for any 

consideration.‖ Foreign electronic service suppliers have to register as VAT vendors if they meet 

the requirements. This helps to increase the burden on the companies and the final price on the 

customers to pay for the service.
83

 

i. Effect of digital economy and taxation on Transfer Pricing  

In the global market, 60% of the trade is within multinationals. Transfer pricing involves the 

prices charged or profits earned by members of large multinationals for goods and services 

exchanged between the entities that make up the company also; this can be affected by evolving 

tax rules relating to digital services. For example, an automotive company based in Europe might 

manufacture components in various countries and distribute its vehicles through local 

subsidiaries globally. These companies might drive sales through their marketing initiatives or 

by developing sales channels. Transfer pricing principles govern how all transactions between 

these companies in the group are accounted for, and how profit is distributed, depending on the 

value created by each entity. Transfer pricing operates on the profits that should be taxed in the 

countries where value has been created. But there are different questions. For example, if 

travelers are booking hotel rooms using an online service such as Booking.com or Airbnb, where 
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is the value created? Is it in the country where the online service is based, the country where it 

runs the bulk of its operations, or the countries where the hotel rooms are physically based?
84

 

ii. Global efforts 

In March 2017, G20 mandated OECD to prepare an interim report on the digital economy. This 

report identified three specific characteristics of the digital economy, namely that it produces 

―scale without mass,‖ has ―heavy reliance on intangible assets,‖ and there is an essential role of 

―data and user participation‖ in creating value. Later in Paris, the OECD released a report by 

adding Tax Challenges of the Digitalization, and public consultation gave a possible solution to 

the tax problems facing the digital economy. The public consultation was attended by revenue 

authorities, corporates, non-governmental organizations, and other stakeholders. So, there was an 

agreement on the way that digital transactions were taxed, views regarding how it should happen, 

and the timing of the changes differed considerably. They will be likely to consider the final 

agreement that OECD further worked on about the digital economy, which will be presented to 

the G20 and finalized by the end of 2020. 

iii. Local players 

OECD plan will potentially affect all multinationals operating in the digital economy. 

Stakeholders contribute to the discussion, including taxpayers and tax authorities. For example, 

the value of digital services provided into African countries is generally greater than the value of 

digital services provided out of African countries. Accordingly, there may be a tendency for 

countries in Africa to seek to use this G20/OECD project to implement protectionist measures. 

But potential proposals may affect companies in Africa that are seeking to increase their services 

economies and encourage local companies to provide services to recipients in other countries.  

Countries should understand how their digital strategy can benefit them (regarding VAT, income 

tax, and transfer pricing) and plan ahead to be productive in their territories. So, digitalization 

can help nation businesses to enter new markets and achieve higher levels of growth and 
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profitability. Digitalization technology makes the business better and easier for companies to use 

it rather than risking or losing relevance.
85

 

2.5. Countries’ Experience in regulating social media and blog 

businesses: 

This part of the discussion is all about how different countries administer tax issues of social 

media and blog businesses. When the paper says social media and blog businesses, it is referring 

to those people who make money by using social media or blogging activities. This could be a 

YouTuber content creator on the largest video sharing site called YouTube or blogger who 

publishes writings or any other works through a website. This part serves to understand the 

existing structure, arrangement, and design of countries legal framework and it helps to examine 

Ethiopia‘s legal framework on these business activities, of course, it can serve as an experience 

too.     

2.5.1. USA 

If a Youtuber is a resident in the US, he/she is liable for tax, and he is expected to file personal 

income tax.  While doing this, it is possible to deduct expenses. As a video maker or YouTuber, 

the following three points should be known. The first one is to declare all income if it is more 

than $400. Because the income is more than that IRS should know, and other different forms like 

1099 should be filed, or google will provide the person. The second one is there is No Gray Area 

for the IRS. When it comes to declaring income, what is wrong is always wrong, there is no 

getting away with mistakes. The third one is the file extension. This helps the person to file the 

tax later on time but not an extension of time to pay. Everyone should pay their fair share of 

taxes. There is no escape from paying taxes to the IRS, so it‘s better to pay properly and on 

time.
86

  

Thus, a person will be taxed as a sole proprietor unless he/she register the business as a 

company, LLP, or Partnership Company. Tax provisions consider YouTube as a business 

income. Being a service sector business, the assesses can only opt for normal provisions under 

the Income Tax Act,1961. If the total gross income exceeds Rs 1 crore, then section 44AB, i.e., 
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tax audit, will be applicable to the YouTuber. Additionally, Tax Deducted at Source (TDS) 

provisions will also be applicable to on every receipt of payment.
87

  

To have a deduction on a tax, any expenses should be considered as ―ordinary‖ or ―necessary.‖ 

And, the followings are the main expenses to be deducted while filing income tax:
88

 

- Filming Expenses: - the cost of the process to make the video. 

- Computer Expenses: - the cost of the computer or other electronic material. 

- Home Office Expenses: - If a person is using a room from their house as an office. 

- Cell Phone & Internet Costs: - the expense of the phone or a microphone and for 

internet access.  

- Business Supplies & Expenses: - business carries supplies costs like, alongside cameras, 

mics, green screens. 

- Subcontractor Expenses: - take on an assistant or outsource help with editing, social 

media, costume design, bookkeeping, or other. 

- Travel Expenses (National & International): - the cost of traveling to different areas to 

make a video but don‘t mix it with personal travel expenses.  

- Local Travel Expenses Related to YouTube Business: - claiming for local 

transportation expenses to a coffee shop to make a video or edit a video like any parking 

expenses 

- Subscription & Software Licensing Fees: - expenses for signing up to any subscription 

services or pay license fees for software or other items directly related to the business. 

Some examples of the type of expenses include Website hosting, Domain name 

purchases, and renewals, Editing software, Computer/Tech insurance cover, Website 

plugins, SEO products and services (like the video!), Tax, and accounting software.  
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- Bank & Shipping Fees: - claim against bank fees like Wire transfers, a monthly fee for a 

business bank account, or incur PayPal charges. Also, if you sell merch, claim for postage 

and packaging expenses, and fee for a PO Box too. 

Generally, there are three points to be claimed; the first one is the general expenses: - it is 

required bills like internet bills, costs incurred for computer or camera maintenance, and any 

other cost for creating and uploading the videos. The second one is other expenses: - like Costs 

to promote and market your video expenses. And the third one is depreciation: - the expenditure 

of assets cannot be deducted completely from the income. Thus, a person can claim a 15 percent 

depreciation of the camera price and 60 percent depreciation of the cost of the laptop.
89

 

 

2.5.2. India 

Every mode of income is taxable if a person is an Indian resident. So, from Google Adsense or 

from other web sites like bloggers, YouTube channels, and own businesses, their income is fully 

taxable. If a person‘s full-time job is a blog or on a website, the income should be designated as 

―income from business or profession.‖. It is considered as running a business or a company. So, 

the person can get a chance to deduct all the expenses that were spent to earn the income from 

ADS. And the income tax will be calculated from the net profit.
90

 

Working Blog as part-time is also taxable. If a person has a job beside this, the main job salary 

will be received after TDS (tax deduction at source). To fix taxation for the par time blogging 

job, a person has to declare the net profit figure as ―income from other sources‖ after deducting 

the expense made to earn the income in the income tax return. If the employer provides ―income 

from other sources,‖ a person can see the tax credit in FORM 16 issued by the employer. Else, 

the person needs to declare this income in ITR (Income Tax Return) and pay the taxes. 

Google doesn‘t have the right to deduct TDS from payment since there is no employer-employee 

relationship between the person and the AD network company (Google AdSense in our case). It 

is the responsibility of the business owner to add this income to its total income and pay taxes to 
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the Indian government. Even if the amount of the income is less, it should be added on the total 

tax because It is possible that your taxable salary income falls under the exempted income, and 

you are NOT paying any taxes in your company. But, if you add your income from blogging, this 

taxable income may cross the maximum exemption limit.
91

 

A person doesn‘t have to pay a service tax on Google AdSense earnings as a publisher, also no 

need for a service tax number. It is the responsibility of Google, but if a person is making more 

than INR 10,000 per year, advanced income tax on Google Adsense should be paid. In India tax 

law, a person needs to pay advance tax on their business income if the total tax at the end of the 

year is equal to or more than 10,000. These days in India, bloggers and YouTubers are taken as a 

fulltime profession. Its explained next how it works in India.
92

 

Bloggers are freelancers or individuals who share their knowledge and passion through the 

website in different ways. Bloggers make money by applying Google AdSense. (a Google 

Product which works as mediator and supply ads from advertisers to all network websites & 

shares the revenue with the networks sites). And YouTube became the second well known online 

marketing website to connect with people after Google and Facebook in India. It provides like 

comedy, entertainment, education, tech, fashion, stock markets, and also can create an audience 

as subscribes. Thus, by fulfilling google or YouTube AdSense eligibility criteria, YouTubers can 

get paid like bloggers. Also, it can make money by using affiliate marketing and sponsorship, by 

promoting and unboxing products or when people buy products or services through affiliation 

link.
93

  

Taxation on the Bloggers & Youtubers Income: Now, Let‘s talk about how the income from 

both these professions attract tax. There are two types of taxation which will be imposed on these 

two professions in India;
94

 

i. Indirect Tax, i.e., GST  
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Most of the time, GST is not applicable to bloggers and YouTubers. The GST is applicable if 

their ads invoice is greater than 40 lakh rupees per year (As per new Rule from 1st April 2019). In 

affiliate marketing, the companies raise the GST invoice will be for the same amount. Bloggers 

can register for GST credit on their invoices like Web Hosting, Internet charges, Advertisement 

charges, and affiliate commission.
95

  

ii. Direct Tax, i.e., Income Tax on Bloggers & Youtubers 

Bloggers and YouTubers are covered under the service-based business. They make money 

chargeable under income tax as a Sole Proprietorship unless they are registered as a legal entity 

like LLP, partnership, or privet limit company. Income tax act 1961, if the gross income is more 

than 1Cr+ in a year, they are liable for the Tax Audit under section 44AB. Also, they are liable 

for the TDS Provision, which will be deducted by Google & Advertiser.
96

 

- How is Income Tax Imposed on Blogging Income? 

Income Tax will be imposed on Blogging Net Income, which will be considered after the deduct 

several expenses. Income tax imposes on blogging net profits, (Sales + Other Income – All 

Expenses = Net Profit.)
97

 

Similarly, from the Blogging income, there are various expenses which can be deducted, i.e., 

1. Domain Hosting Expenses 

2. Email Marketing or any other Video Editing Software Expenses 

3. Rent Expenses for Office 

4. Telephone/Internet/Electricity Expenses 

5. Payment to any other party or freelancer expenses 

6. Patrol or convenience charges expenses 

7. Depreciation on the Assets like Laptop or Mobile or Camera etc.  
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8. Any other expenses which are incurred for the purpose of generating revenue. 

Also, LIC, Mutual Funds, PPF Account, Health insurance, etc. are allowed as a deduction from 

the Net Income.
98

 

2.5.3. Spain 

A person who works as an influencer on social media should declare a consideration like 

monetary or similar in their tax return and include VAT on any invoices they issue. From 

the binding ruling CV0992-16, stated that any individual pursuing a hobby or interest 

regularly uploaded homemade video games to YouTube and was approached by a company 

offering to pay him for advertising their products in space on his channel.
99

 

In Spain, the leading purposes of a tax on business activity (Spanish IRPF) are; uploading 

videos to social media like YouTube, whether a profit is generated or not ; it is considered as 

a business activity. Thus, it should be registered for a tax controlling purpose. Another 

purpose is that gaining income by allowing a company to be advertised under once the 

YouTube channel is considered as economic activity.
100 

A taxpayer can keep data of their business expenses to deduct it from the income to receive 

a net profit (i.e., income correlation principle). To deduct an expense, it should be in the 

correct time frame and in a proper way. On the other hand, the Spanish Tax Authority also 

concludes that expenses from pursuing hobbies or interests are not deductible from the 

income (in this case, making video games). There is a controversy, but to the extent that 

these expenses were related to the generation of income that was indeed taxable.
101 

2.5.4. Uganda, Kenya, and Tanzania 

The Ugandan government enacted a law that imposes a tax on social media content creators. In 

the same manner, Tanzania and Kenya also set a rule that requires bloggers and other content 
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producers to secure/acquire a license before publishing their content online platforms like that of 

Facebook, YouTube, or Instagram.
102

  

Ugandan parliament issued the Excise Duty Bill 2018, which obliged social media users like 

WhatsApp, Facebook or Twitter will be subject to a tax duty UGX 200 (USD 0.05) per user per 

day of access.  There are two justifications for this imposition: one, the new tax would contribute 

to bringing tax revenue to the state that would be invested in more reliable infrastructure to the 

benefits of the citizens. Two, the proposed measure would favor local over international 

content.
103

    

On the other hand, the Government of Tanzania adopted new online content regulations for 

content restrictions, licensing requirements for bloggers, and lack of due process safeguards in 

the content removal procedure. In particular, bloggers are required under the new rules to apply 

for a license and pay fees for it, up to 2,100,000 Tanzanian Schilling, roughly $930.
104

 

 

The Kenya Film and Classification Board (KFCB) came up with a rule that requires a license for 

publishing the videos on social media platforms like YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, and 

similar. The initiative has been justified on the ground that it would protect national security 

from illegal filming activities and would provide the government with additional revenue.
105

  

Unfortunately, following the measurement taken by the above countries. Currently, Zambia, 

Rwanda, and the Democratic Republic of Congo are discussing proposals in the same direction.  

On the other hand, in Nigeria and South Africa, like other developed countries, they have created 

a platform and standard that identify social media and blogging activities as a business type, 

which in turn makes the content creators and business holders liable for tax assessment. They 

pay tax annually by keeping books of account, and they benefit from any deductions and 

exemptions like any other business activity. 
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CHAPTER - THREE 

3. SOCIAL MEDIA AND BLOG BUSINESSES AND LEGAL 

FRAMEWORK OF TAXATION IN ETHIOPIA:  

Introduction:  

This chapter discusses the essential concerns and elements of the study. It tried to focus on the 

Ethiopian income tax law regime and its challenges in regulating social media and blog 

businesses. To deal with the central objective of the study, it is necessary to have the basic 

knowledge of how social media and blog businesses are currently conducting in the country. 

Besides, the concept of social media and blog businesses, evaluating the potential of the business 

sector for taxation, and other important information are also part of the chapter. It helps the 

readers to have an understanding of social media and blog businesses and their tax regulation in 

Ethiopia.  Moreover, to identify the gap in the law; the chapter looked into the provisions of the 

proclamation in light of digital taxation principles, other countries' legal frameworks, and 

literature in the area. Furthermore, the analysis is composed of the practical challenges in 

administrating tax issues of social media and blog businesses with relevant interviews, which is 

crucial to draw a definitive conclusion and recommendation at last. 

3.1. Social Media and Blog Businesses in Ethiopia 

It‘s a recent phenomenon that these business activities are taking public life in the country. Since 

the subscribers of internet service are growing faster, digital businesses, specifically social 

media, and blog businesses, also increasing in number and content. There are many content 

creators on YouTube and blogs. Most of them are doing as a par time activity and earn payments 

every month and year. Some of them are also working by catering the works of local artists like 

that of ―Hope Entertainment,‖ ―Sodere,‖ ―Arada Movie1‖, ―Dire Tube,‖ ―Minew Showa‖ and 

others. The researcher made an interview with people in the business and compiled media reports 

to discuss the existing scenario in the country. But almost all of the interviewees were not willing 

to disclose their identity, because of different reasons. Thus, I am obliged to discuss issues raised 

by the interviewees with a condition of anonymity. I have interviewed three people who are 

content creators on their own YouTube channels, one blogger who has his own blogging site 
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(Website), two musicians who repeatedly released their works through Hope Entertainment, 

Minew Shewa, etc. and one filmmaker.  

As per different sources, YouTubers can make between $0.01 to 0.03 per view with ‗AdSense,‘ 

with an average of $0.18 per view. However, the amount of money that any YouTuber will make 

depends on a variety of factors, such as; The number of views your video receives, the number of 

clicks an ad receives, Ad quality, Adblockers, and video strength. However, according to Forbes, 

a YouTuber can make between $3 to $5 per 1000 video views, and for top artists, a YouTuber 

can make about $5 for every 1000 video views.
106

 

In Ethiopia, those YouTubers who have given an interview to the researcher explained that they 

get paid through commercial banks in the country or through one of their relatives living abroad. 

Suppose they have an AdSense account and get many viewers every time, the YouTube.com 

pays them in the convenient way that they wanted to be paid through. Thus, if one chooses any 

commercial bank in Ethiopia, YouTube.com will transfer the payment directly through that 

specific bank every time, or if he/she wants to assign someone living aboard will receive 

accordingly from the company based on the views. Here the most crucial issue that I got from 

these content creators is that they are not paying tax for the payment they have been receiving.  

Regarding blogs, my source revealed that he gets paid based on the number of visitors of the 

website, and he uses the same method that the YouTubers earn their payments.  

On the other hand, Hope Entertainment, Lomi, Minewshewa, and DireTube currently dominate 

the YouTube music video market. They cater the works of local artists, and some of them even 

help the production of the videos. According to industry insiders, there is nobody that purchases 

the output once a video is made other than these online hosting companies.
107

 

With about 1,130,000 subscribers, Hope Entertainment is leading as a top Ethiopian YouTube 

channel with 964,313,732 viewers.
108

 And other channels are following according to their 

subscribers and viewers. These YouTube channels pay for the works of the artists that they cater 

to their channels. In any way, these top YouTube channels based in Ethiopia (Some of them were 

established abroad) are making millions every year. The same is true with filmmakers who are 
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also releasing their works through YouTube channels like that of Sodere, Arada Movie1, and 

others, and of course, they make money based on the views they have got on YouTube. But here 

the filmmakers/producers get paid either the half or full in advance by the owner YouTube 

channel (i.e., Sodere), and most of the time, the least amount starts from 150,000.00 ETB.
109

 

However, neither filmmakers nor the company does pay the tax.  

Therefore, to enhance the revenue of the country and to diversify the source of taxation, the 

government should focus on digital business of social media and blog businesses. It is indicated 

that in the introduction part, internet users are increasing year to year, and there are more than 22 

million internet subscribers in Ethiopia, according to the latest data originated from Ethio-

Telecom.
110

 

In this year, Ethio-Telecom made a total profit of 47.7 billion ETB and from the total amount 

Internet and data shared around 29%, which is about more than 13 billion ETB.
111

 This shows 

the significant potential of the business sector because of the increase of the user in number and 

the need to regulate its taxation and related issues. Hence, by addressing the legal challenges 

under the income tax proclamation no 979/2016, the business sector can be regulated effectively 

to contribute for the revenue of the country.  

3.2. The Legal Framework of Taxation on Social Media and Blog 

Businesses in Ethiopia  

3.2.1. Taxation in Ethiopia 

Before making a discussion on social media and blog business taxation, it would be fair to start 

with the historical development of Ethiopian taxation laws to have a comparison between the 

current development of tax laws and regulations. In addition, this discussion laid down a 

constitutional foundation of tax obligation, by which it indicates digital business, specifically 

social media and blog businesses are also treated according to the rules and legislations of the 

country.   It can be generally said that taxation, in one form or another, co-exists with a state as 

the latter heavily relies on taxes for existence.
112

 Ethiopian taxation is not an exception to this 
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quote. Modern taxation took place in Ethiopia after the departure of Italians in 1941enaierly; 

Before the regime of Emperor Hile Selasi, there were no enacted rules to govern taxation, and 

the system was very burdensome to the tenants. Tenants were paying in-kind proportionally high 

taxes than what they cultivate.
113

 

Modernizing taxation in Ethiopia facilitated the use of currency by the people and the 

introduction of currency notes by the country in 1945. The tax system transformed from being 

the will of rulers or officials to enacted laws and started to be published in the Negarit gazette.
114

 

This particular reform enhances the certainty of the tax system and reduces arbitrariness. Most 

types of taxes were introduced during the period of the Emperor regime between 1940 and 

1950.
115

 The organization of the laws was haphazard and starting from then, the Ethiopian tax 

law has not good credit in its organization, unlike other modern laws of the country. Since its 

nature tax law is ephemeral, the tax laws amended and reformed in a short period of the gap. And 

this makes the unorganized feature of Ethiopian tax very worse and burdensome even to 

understand it and identify which law is in enforce.
116

 

After the 1974 Revolution broke out and Derg took power, there was a change in the tax system. 

Derg started to be repeal and amend tax laws to fit with its ideology, socialism. Since the 

ideology is to weaken the private accumulation of wealth, the amended income tax raised the tax 

rate. Some other fiscal measures were also taken later on: a law was enacted for the payment of 

tax on income from petroleum operations and mining, and new sales and excise taxes were 

imposed.
117

 

The 1995 FDRE constitution brought a structural change in the government and introduced the 

Federal structure of government, which leads to a major reform in the tax system of the country. 

As mentioned by the FDRE, the power to levy and collection of tax accorded to both the federal 

and regional governments. The FDRE constitution explicitly introduced four power of taxation; 
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the exclusive federal power of taxation, exclusive regional power of taxation, concurrent power 

of taxation, and undesignated power of taxation under Art. 96, 97, 98, and 99, respectively.
118

 

The major and primary change taken by the government after 1991 is the reduction rate of 

taxation and the variation of income structure. Land and agricultural taxation, for instance, 

continued with a little reform and reduction of the tax rate on it. In the transitional period and 

after the promulgation of the FDRE constitution, the land continued to be public property.
119

 The 

notable change in the land and agricultural tax after 1991 is the decentralization of land and 

agricultural tax. The laws governing sales and excise taxes and customs duties were reintroduced 

through new statutes. The taxation of capital gains was introduced for the first time. Here what 

we can infer from the above discussion is that tax laws are dynamic and needs a revision through 

times based on the change in the system and economy. Besides, the FDRE constitution set the 

power of taxation between federal and regional governments, where the power emanated from 

the constitution and vested to the government. The power to regulate and administer taxation 

issues of the digital business like that of social media and blog businesses still originated from 

the constitution itself. In the next part, the discussion will focus on tax obligations and the legal 

regime in Ethiopia. Under this part, the source of obligation of taxation will be discussed. And it 

will answer questions like who pays tax, according to which rule and law, from where these 

obligations sourced, and related issues are the central part of the discussion. It is essential to 

draw the same discussion for digital businesses. Hence, anyone who engages in social media and 

blog businesses and earns taxable income shall be guided as per this concept for the tax 

obligation. Because of the same rule and principle, anyone who makes a taxable income from 

digital businesses is obliged to be taxed accordingly. On the other hand, to evaluate and 

understand the business income tax regime, the section discusses schedule C of business income 

tax and related provisions of the proclamation. The aim of the discussion will be taken as an 

input during the discussion on social media and blog businesses in light of the income tax 

proclamation no 979/2016. 
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3.3. Tax Obligation and the Legal Regime in Ethiopia 

3.3.1. Who pays tax according to Ethiopian Law?  

General overview 

Who pays tax according to the Ethiopian law? In general, those who generate income are liable 

to pay tax, and Article 9 of Proclamation No. 979/2016 clearly provided this statement in clear 

terms.
120

 The income could be from different sources, including social media and blog 

businesses. In the above discussion, we have seen that there are people who work as a YouTuber 

or blogger and generating taxable incomes. But the question is, the definition given for the term 

income under the proclamation will cover incomes from social media and blog businesses. 

Answering this question is crucial in determining the status of the proclamation on social media 

and blog businesses. Thus, for ‗income‘ There is no uniform, and comprehensive definition of 

the term income, definitions regarding the term ‗income‘ are subjective depending on the 

professions. But the federal income tax proclamation No.979/2016 defines as the following; 

“Income means every form of economic benefit, including non-recurring gains, in cash or kind 

from whatever source derived and in whatever form paid, credited, or received.”
121

 Under the 

US income tax law, YouTubers and bloggers' income is taxable for the fact that it is economic 

gain.
122

 And the income should be from legal sources. Indian income tax rule on YouTubers and 

bloggers effective in 2019, defines income as an economic gain derived through this business 

activity.
123

There are different sources of income which is subjected to Ethiopian taxation listed 

under the proclamation Art. 6 as; income from employment; business income derived by a 

resident and non-resident through a permanent establishment; a dividend; rental income; 

immovable asset; movable asset; a membership interest in a body; shares or bonds issued by a 

resident company; an insurance premium; sports event; wining from the game; interest, a royalty, 

management fee, technical fee.
124

 

The proclamation specifies different income sources; this could be income from employment, 

business, rent, and others. Does the proclamation consider income from social media and blog 
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businesses as an income source from business activity in the sense of the proclamation? This will 

be discussed under the business income taxation section. But the definition given for the term 

income in the proclamation is quite the same with other jurisdictions for the purpose of income 

from social media and blog businesses. Basically, considered as an economic gain. In Ethiopia, 

the government collects tax from the residents and non-residents with respect to their income 

source
125

 and through a permanent establishment.
126

 Wherever he/she live, if someone is the 

residence of Ethiopia, he/she is liable to pay tax to the government of Ethiopia in proportion to 

their income they generate somewhere abroad. On the other hand, the proclamation has the 

applicability of non-residents of the country to the extent that the source of their income is in 

Ethiopia. Therefore, where the source of a portion of a certain non-resident‘s income is in 

Ethiopia, he/she will be liable to pay tax according to Ethiopian income tax laws from the 

portion that source of which is in Ethiopia.
127

 The principles of resident and non-resident are also 

applicable to those who work as a YouTubers and bloggers as far as they are a resident in 

Ethiopia or non-resident, but their income source is from Ethiopia through a permanent 

establishment.
128

 To see briefly, those YouTubers/bloggers of Ethiopian residents may earn 

income from their social media businesses and considered for taxation since they are residents, 

and the income generated could be from Ethiopia or outside. Here, the main concern is to 

identify as an Ethiopian resident for tax purposes. Thus, any Ethiopian resident YouTuber or 

blogger is liable for tax obligation. But this study paper doesn‘t deal with those 

YouTubers/bloggers who are not residents of Ethiopia even if the income is sourced from 

Ethiopia unless they have a permanent establishment in Ethiopian jurisdiction. One of the 

challenges of digital business is failing to establish a connecting factor like that of permanent 

establishment.
129

 Because this business is conducted through digital electronics without human 

contact, transaction, and arrangement. For instance, it is difficult for Ethiopia to tax those non-

resident YouTubers/bloggers based abroad but generate income from Ethiopia unless they have a 

permanent establishment in Ethiopia. Currently, there is a principle called Significant Economic 

Presence for the purpose of digital businesses, and countries use it to tax non-residents without 

establishing their permanent establishment for the income they generated in the jurisdiction of 
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the state.
130

 But this principle is not incorporated under the Ethiopian tax law regime, and there is 

no consensus between countries and companies for its application. 

i.  Business Income Taxation under the proclamation  

The Ethiopian income tax system follows a scheduler approach; as a result, income from 

different sources shall be taxed and treated separately. Accordingly, the income tax proclamation 

has introduced four kinds/types of schedules under Art. 8(1) as the following; Schedule ‗A‘ 

income from employment; Schedule ‗B‘ income from the rental of the building; Schedule ‗C‘ 

income from business; Schedule ‗D‘ other income; Schedule ‗E‘ exempt income. When we see a 

YouTuber/blogger income tax of USA, India, or Spain, all their rules of income tax treat social 

media and blogging activities for economic gain as a business activity, and any income from 

these sources is considered as an income from business activities. And all YouTubers/bloggers 

are recognized under the law of the country as a business activity and are required to register for 

business licenses. Based on the preference of the individuals, they can be registered as a sole 

proprietorship, LLC,  LLP, or Partnership Company. Under the Ethiopian law, the activity is not 

recognized as a business activity hence not required to get a business license.  But the 

derecognition doesn‘t hinder the government/tax authority from levying and collecting tax from 

these business activities, since no one will be free from tax liability if he/she is generating 

taxable income. Hence, the issue shall focus on answering how this proclamation treats and 

address income from social media and blog businesses.  Having said this for the purpose of this 

particular thesis, let‘s discuss schedule C of the proclamation, which talks about business income 

tax.  

Schedule ‗C‘ of income tax proclamation consists of income from the business. Business is 

defined under Article 2 (2) (a) of the proclamation as ―any industrial, commercial, professional, 

or vocational activity conducted for profit and whether conducted continuously or short-term but 

does not include the rendering of services as an employee or the rental of buildings.”
131

  And, 

article 2(2) (B and C) of the proclamation expand the range of schedule C by including any 

activity that is considered as a trade under the commercial code and any activity other than rental 

of buildings of a share company or private limited company regardless of its object. The only 

thing that schedule C excludes from its ambit is the rendering of services as an employee. Here, 
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the definition of business incorporated under Art. 2 of the proclamation was crafted with the 

intention to cover the traditional business of goods and services, which don‘t cover the digital 

business of social media and blog activities.   

Under schedule C, the rate of business income tax for body corporate is 30% of flat-rate tax, and 

for individuals, it does vary based on their income per year.
132

 Additionally, Art 21 of the 

proclamation provides the content of the business income of a taxpayer, that discusses what kind 

of incomes are considered as an income for the purpose of taxation.
133

 

On the other hand, business income tax is a net income tax, which means that certain expenses 

are deductible.
134

  In general, 'net of' refers to a value found after expenses have been accounted 

for. Therefore, the net of income is simply the amount left after expenses have been subtracted. 

The expenses should be business expenses and not only business expenses, but charitable 

donations are also deducted from the gross income.
135

 The proclamation also listed under Art. 27 

as non-deductible expenditures and losses. Therefore, not all business expenses and losses are 

deductible.
136

 

Depreciation of assets is deducted from the gross business income in calculating taxable income 

as provided under Art. 25 of the Proclamation.
137

 It is a decline in an asset‘s value because of 

use, wears, and tear.
138

 In addition to the above-mentioned deductible, non-deductible expenses, 

and depreciation, there are also certain exemptions from payment of business income tax.
139

 

Contrary to the above discussion, social media and blog businesses need different treatment 

since the structure, design, and contents of the provisions of schedules C do not  fit with the 

unique features of social media and blog businesses. This requires defining and determining the 

concept of net profit, the content of deductions, the content of business incomes, and all other 

related issues of schedule C of the proclamation. And it is the central point of the study since 

there is the inadequacy of the income tax proclamation to govern taxable income from social 
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media and blog businesses. The paper will analyze all these issues deeply by comparing it with 

other jurisdictions. 

ii. Taxation on Residual Income (other incomes)  

The other crucial point that should be given due attention under this discussion is Art. 63 of the 

proclamation. One of the reforms introduced by the new income tax proclamation No. 979/2016 

is the introduction of other income under Art 63, which was incorporated under the proclamation 

with the intention to regulate all taxable incomes if the taxable income not covered by the 

existing schedules or any other relevant provision of the proclamation. As a business activity, 

any income from social media and blog businesses are expected to be governed under schedule C 

of the proclamation since this schedule is designed to regulate all incomes from business 

activities. As we saw roughly in the above, the schedule is not designed to address the business 

type under the central question of this study. Hence, the next question could be, if schedule C is 

not applicable on social media and blog businesses because of its inadequacy, what other options 

are available under the proclamation to address tax issues of this business activity. People argue 

that whenever there is a gap or inadequacy in the proclamation to address tax issues, Art. 63 shall 

govern such issues of taxation. Hence, it serves as a basket to catch any taxable income, which is 

not covered by other schedules or provisions with a flat rate of 15%.
140

 However, this specific 

provision also has its own fundamental problems to be applicable to tax issues of social media 

and blog businesses. Hence, it is also the other concern of the analysis part.  

3.4. The Nature of the Provisions of Income Tax Proclamation in 

Addressing Social Media and Blog Businesses:  

Digital businesses in general and social media and blog businesses, in particular, are not given 

attention under the Ethiopian income tax proclamation. The design, contents, and structure of the 

provisions of the proclamation is not compatible with the nature and features of social media and 

blog businesses for taxation purposes. Of course, the proclamation set an explicit provision that 

obliged every taxable income to be governed as per the terms of the proclamation. Accordingly, 

every taxable income within the jurisdiction of the proclamation is treated based on the 
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principles of resident and non-resident.
141

 But concerning the digital business of social media and 

blog activities, the proclamation is very remote with its structure, content, arrangement, and 

foundational principles to regulate taxation matters of these businesses. On the other hand, these 

days, income from digital businesses is growing fast and becomes the primary source of revenue 

for countries. In Ethiopia, it is growing and can contribute significant revenue to the government. 

Hence, there shall be a sound legal strategy that balances the need and power of the government 

to collect revenue from business activities to finance public infrastructure, services and to protect 

law and order of the country in one hand, and protecting the rights and duties of the taxpayers' 

community, on the other hand. Hence, the next analysis will specifically focus on these two 

important issues. In doing so, the gaps and the adequacy of the proclamation will be seen by 

comparing with other countries' legal regime and, in light of fundamental principles of digital 

taxation. The practical challenges also discussed incidentally with relevant sources and data to 

come up with sound conclusions and recommendations.                   

   

3.4.1. The proclamation and social media and blog businesses: 

Beginning from the design, organization, structure, and arrangement, the proclamation is not 

designed to address digital business in general and social and blog businesses in particular. As 

indicated in the above discussions, other countries use updated and well-designed legal 

frameworks to regulate these business activities. But before discussing the design, organization, 

and other related issues of the proclamation for the purpose of social media and blog businesses, 

the discussion must answer the power of taxation. Thus, as these business activities are new for 

the country, the questions like who has the power to promulgate tax regulations and from where 

this power emanates will be addressed as follows. The power of taxation emanates from the 

constitution of the nation for many countries.
142

 In the same token, for every taxable income in 

Ethiopia, the government has the power to make tax laws.
143

  Hence, whenever there is a taxable 

income in the judication, be it from social media and blog businesses or any other sources, the 

government may enact laws to collect revenue from these business sources. Of course, while 

enacting tax laws, every government is bounded by the limitations. These limitations are 
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principles of taxation that should guide any tax proclamation.
144

 Based on this assertion, we can 

conclude that the government has the power to enact a law to regulate tax issues of social media 

and blog businesses. Thus, whether the existing proclamation is going to be applicable or another 

law is drafted, the government has the power to enact tax laws as well as collect revenue from 

any taxable income in the jurisdiction of the country.  

However, the current income tax proclamation is not designed to regulate tax issues of social 

media and blog businesses, nor does to have the organization too. To deal with any taxation 

issues in the country, the law shall be identified as understandable, organized, effective, and 

integrated.
145

 Understandability is about how much the terms, provisions, and arrangements in 

the proclamation are understandable by the taxpayers. Any person in social media and blog 

businesses may find it challenging to understand the proclamation since there is no room for 

these business types except for the traditional business of goods and services. ―In the most 

general terms, the tax laws should be drafted so as to best fulfill their role in the tax system, 

which is to specify such matters as how much each taxpayer is liable to pay and what the 

taxpayer's rights and obligations are.”
146

 Integration of tax law entails, well-organized tax law is 

easier to determine where one needs to look for the answer to a particular question, and which 

portions of the slaw can be ignored. Any tax regulation shall include critical elements like that of 

taxpayers, rates, tax base, procedure, and administration. Hence, the tax law should be clear and 

understandable by the YouTubers/bloggers that how much they have to pay, what deductions 

they have, what special exemptions are there, which rate applies to their business activity, and 

other issues. Here one should not forget that the proclamation was designed for traditional 

business, not for digital business activities unless the tax law is ineffective as well as it will be 

arbitrary to the taxpayers.    

The other paramount concern under this part is the fundamental principles of digital business 

taxation. Of course, there are principles of taxation that limit the power of the taxation of the 

government, and they were discussed under chapter two of the study. But in addition to these 

principles, during the Ottawa Ministerial conference on taxation of electronic commerce in 1998, 

some principles came into effect to serve as a landmark for an evaluation of tax issues related to 

digital business; of course, these principles work with some modification for every tax on digital 
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businesses.
147

 Hence, during the drafting and designing process tax laws, be it on digital business 

or other, these principles should be taken into consideration. Accordingly, those tax laws applied 

to digital businesses shall be certain, simple, effective, and fair. When we say certain and simple, 

tax rules ought to be clear and easy to understand, with the goal that taxpayers know where they 

stand. A simple tax framework makes it simpler for individuals and organizations to comprehend 

their commitments and entitlements. Accordingly, businesses are bound to make optimal 

decisions and respond to intended policy choices. Complexity also favors aggressive tax 

planning, which may trigger deadweight losses for the economy.
148

 Here, one should consider 

that the proclamation must be clear in the sense that where social media and blog businesses are 

stand and placed, then accordingly, taxpayers of these businesses know their obligations as well 

as entitlements.  

And for its effectiveness and fairness, taxation should create the right amount of tax at the right 

time while avoiding both double taxation and unexpected non-tax collection. If there is a class of 

taxpayers that are, in fact, subject to a tax but yet are never required to pay the tax because of 

failure to implement it, at that point, the taxpaying community may see the tax as unfair and 

insufficient.
149

 Based on this, to avoid all kinds of arbitrariness and odds, the proclamation 

framed in the way to be effective and fair unless it will be ineffective and creates unfairness 

between traditional and digital businesses.  

When we see the US social media and blog business tax regime, there is a clear distinctive 

regulation applicable to YouTubers/bloggers. It defines the business itself, duties and rights 

stipulated, it has a clear and fair tax rate, there is a very detailed deduction provision, exemptions 

also incorporated taking into consideration the type of the business.
150

 Indian law applies the 

same structure and design for YouTubers and bloggers.
151

 The Ethiopian income tax 

proclamation lacks all the above items in order to apply on these business types; thus, it shall be 

designed and structured in a way to address social media and blog businesses adequately.  
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Mr. Dejene Desta
152

, head of education and information service at Large Taxpayers Branch 

office in Addis Ababa, and Mr. Daniel Hailegiorgis,
153

 head of tax at the 54 Capital Ethiopia, 

both of these professionals agreed that the structure and arrangement of the proclamation were 

not designed to govern digital business so for social media and blog businesses too. As the paper 

indicated, they underlined that to be effective and useful; the tax law should be structured, 

framed, and designed to meet the feature of the intended source of taxable incomes. Therefore, 

the proclamation shall have a body and structure that fits social media and blog businesses.  

 

3.4.2. The status of schedule C of the proclamation in regulating social media and blog 

businesses:  

Digital business has unique characteristics that make it inappropriate to be treated similarly with 

traditional business types under a proclamation no 979/2016. This proclamation has no room for 

social media and blog businesses, and it was drafted with the intention to regulate the traditional 

business of goods and services. As the study generally discussed in the above, the proclamation 

is too remote to govern the unique features of the digital business of social media and blog 

businesses for taxation purposes. But this inadequacy of the proclamation, as well as the 

uniqueness of social media and blog businesses, shall be explicitly seen to figure out the problem 

in the proclamation.  

Basically, schedule C of the proclamation is designed to regulate any legal business activities, 

which is supposed to be applicable to social media and blog businesses too. As the paper 

discussed in the above, countries treat income from YouTubers/bloggers as an income from 

business activity. And they regulate their business tax issues under the business taxation regime. 

Hence, in discussing social media and blog businesses, there are two critical sections of the 

proclamation; the first is Schedule C and, the second is Art. 63 of the proclamation. Accordingly, 

this sub-section will briefly discuss the status of schedule C in regulating social media and blog 

businesses, while the next sub-section will examine Art. 63 and its adequacy for the purpose of 

taxation issues of this business activity.    
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To begin with the definition of income and business income, in the above discussion, there is a 

conclusion that income could be any economic gain, but from the legal sources.
154

 This is a 

definition given by the proclamation and other countries' jurisdictions too. Additionally, the 

business income is defined as an economic gain from business activities as per Art. 21 of the 

proclamation.
155

  Of course, the type of business activity incorporated under the proclamation 

may not include social media and blog businesses, since all the definitions of business linked 

with traditional business of goods and services. However, when we see, for instance, the USA, 

India, Spain, South African, and Nigeria taxation rules, all these jurisdictions treated 

YouTubers/bloggers income as a business activity. And, since the Ethiopian commercial law is 

old, any contemporary and digital businesses are not recognized as a business activity. But the 

commercial code is under an intensive revision so that it will consider the existing gap.  On the 

other hand, the source of income could be either from business income derived by a resident of 

Ethiopia or business income derived by a non-resident from an Ethiopian source.
156

 For the 

purpose of Ethiopian residents, the proclamation is clear and can be applicable to 

YouTuber/bloggers based in Ethiopia. But for the purpose of non-residents, it‘s quite challenging 

to trace and collect taxes from bloggers/YouTubers since they are not residents, and it is difficult 

to establish a permanent establishment as a traditional business type. Many countries face this 

kind of challenge for digital businesses, and they are trying to incorporate the principle of 

―Significant Economic Presence‖ under their tax law regime, as we see it in the above. In any 

way, the proclamation may not be problematic to apply on social media and blog businesses with 

the existing definition of income, business income, and scope of the application except for non-

residents. Of course, the characterization of income needs reconsideration by other trade legal 

regimes, which will be a discussion in the last part of the study paper.   

But it becomes very problematic when we see details of schedule C of the proclamation to 

regulate social media and blog businesses. First, let‘s discuss the tax rate of the business income, 

as it is indicated under Art. 19 of the proclamation, there are two sections of rates; one applicable 

for body and the other applies to individuals.
157

 But the rate incorporated under this proclamation 

is not similar and same with the previous income tax Proclamation No. 286/2002, and this is 
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because there are many  driving factors to change rates every time.  For instance, a minimum 

taxable income starts at 1801ETB with a rate of 10% under the proclamation No. 286/2002. In 

comparison, 7201ETB is the minimum taxable income with a rate of 10% under the new income 

tax proclamation.
158

 This change comes through different reasons; if the tax law applies a high 

tax rate, it will discourage work, saving, investment, and innovation.
159

 Thus, social media and 

blog businesses should not be treated with the same rate that is applicable to traditional 

businesses under the proclamation because an income tax rate currently applicable to the 

traditional business came into existence after a long revision and changing circumstances. To set 

a tax rate, the business sector should be well researched and assessed, taking into consideration 

the behavior as well as the existing situations of the business. This is helpful for many reasons, 

and at least it encourages the business sector to grow and to be productive. As the blog/YouTube 

business is a new phenomenon in Ethiopia, the business sector should be encouraged with an 

encouraging tax rate so as to increase job, saving, and investment unless arbitrary decisions will 

discourage the business and drive out the market.  

The other important issue is the deductions incorporated under schedule C of the proclamation. 

Deductions are crucial in taxing the net income of an income, and they are expenses that the 

taxpayer incurs during the year that can be applied against or subtracted from their gross income 

in order to figure out how much tax is owed.
160

 The deductions for business income tax 

incorporated under schedule C of the proclamation are drafted with the intention to be applicable 

to traditional businesses. If we see the deduction part of the schedule from Art. 22 to Art. 23, it 

talks about goods and services, and all the terms of the deductions are fit with the nature of 

traditional businesses. Social media and blog businesses as a part of digital business, they are 

very different by their nature and feature from traditional businesses. Accordingly, the 

deductions are inadequate to apply on YouTubers/bloggers and will result against the purpose 

and objective of the tax legislation. Hence, the deductions shall be framed in the way to regulate 

and apply on social media and blog businesses. Indian YouTubes/bloggers' taxation rule listed a 

number standard of deductions that consider the nature and features of the business. In contrast, 
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the US rules of taxation on Youtubers/ Bloggers also incorporated several deductions with a little 

difference from Indian rules. So, schedule C of the proclamation lacks the critical feature to 

govern businesses' income from social media and blogging activities. If this proclamation 

applicable to the existing structure and feature will also defeat the fundamental principle of 

neutrality. As the principle entails, taxation should look to be neutral and equitable between 

types of business activities. In this sense, neutrality is that the tax system raises revenue while 

minimizing discrimination in favor of, or against, any particular economic choice. This infers 

similar principles of tax assessment ought to apply to all types of business while addressing 

specific features that may otherwise undermine an equal and neutral application of those 

principles.
161

 Thus, as per the principle of neutrality, any tax system or regulation should not be 

discriminatory between various types of business activities. This can be between traditional 

business and digital business.
162

 Based on this, the proclamation shall have an adequate 

deductions schedule that fits the features of social media and blog businesses. Hence, the be it 

the deprecation part or the arrangement of the schedule is very inadequate to be applicable to 

income from YouTubers/bloggers.   

As it is clearly shown from the international experiences, digital business has the unique and 

distinct features that need to have appropriate legislation that adequately governs its tax issues. 

But this doesn‘t mean that the proclamation doesn‘t work at all; of course, it may work, but it is 

inadequate.  

This conclusion remark has its own concrete evidence emanated from the proclamation itself, 

and schedule C of the proclamation only crafted and designed in the way to regulate traditional 

business activities, mainly those identified as a business activity as per the law of the country. 

Mr. Abere, from the Ministry of Custom and Revenue, agrees that schedule C is not equipped to 

govern digital business, and he even added that during the drafting process of the proclamation, 

there were arguments in order to incorporate provisions that will consider digital businesses. 

However, it was left out because of different reasons like that of human resource, technological 

and administrative limitations. Of course, not only Mr. Abere Abebe,
163

 legal drafting, opinion, 

and advisory team leader at the Ministry of Custom and Revenue, but also Mr. Dainel and Mr. 
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Dejene also believe that the proclamation is not designed in order to entertain issues that are 

related to digital business taxation. Thus, the need to redesigning the inadequacy of the 

proclamation specific to business schedule C is not questionable. It is evident that, as indicated in 

the above discussion, the proclamation that was designed and crafted to regulate the traditional 

businesses cannot and will not apply and govern a very unique and different modern business 

type called digital business.  

Instead, the schedule needs a readjustment for its effectiveness since one of the principles of 

taxation requires tax laws to be flexible and dynamic enough to ensure they stay up with 

technological and business developments.
164

 

 

3.4.3. The nature and status of Art. 63 of the proclamation vis-à-vis social media and 

blog businesses:  

The other crucial provision which should be raised in connection with social media and blog 

businesses under the proclamation is Art. 63. This provision came into existence after the 

amendment of the previous income tax proclamation no 286/2002. There were problems like 

evasion and avoidance of tax that have been seen under the replead income tax proclamation. But 

the new tax proclamation at least tried to incorporate all taxable income to be regulated under 

Art. 63 of the proclamation. Under the title of ―other income,‖ the provision reads as follows, ―A 

person who derives any income that is not taxable under Schedule A, B, C, or the other Articles 

of this Schedule shall be liable for income tax at the rate of 15% on the gross amount of the 

income.”
165

 A simple look into this specific provision will lead to the conclusion that any taxable 

income will be governed and regulated under Art. 63 if they are not incorporated under any 

schedules or other provisions of the proclamation. But, first, tax rules should not be general in 

order to apply on in any taxable income. Second, social media and blog businesses cannot be 

regulated as per Art. 63 because of their significant economic contribution and distinct features. 

The incorporation of the provision seems to apply to residual incomes, which is not substantial 

for the economy of the country, and those incidental taxable incomes are not regulated per the 

income tax proclamation.  

To some extent, the preamble also reveals the same intention as follows, ―WHEREAS, it is found 

essential to make the tax system fair and bring income that is so far not subject to tax into the tax 
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net.”
166

 Even if the drafters tried to cover every taxable income in the jurisdiction to be governed 

under the proclamation with a single provision, but this same provision defeats the fundamental 

principles of taxation, including the principle of fairness, unlike the preamble.  

Moreover, the provision defeats other fundamental principles of taxation like that of equity, 

neutrality, and certainty. Any tax laws rules shall consider these principles to be effective and 

sound to regulate any taxable incomes.
167

  The principle of equity has two principal components; 

horizontal equity and vertical equity. Horizontal equity recommends that taxpayers in similar 

conditions should bear a similar taxation rate/burden. Vertical equity is a regulating idea, whose 

definition can contrast starting with one client then onto the next. In practice, the interpretation 

of vertical equity relies upon the degree to which countries need to reduce income variation, 

whether it ought to be applied to income earned in a particular period or to lifetime income. 

Equity is traditionally conveyed through the design of the personal tax and transfer systems.
168

 

Art. 63 is against the principle of equity since it set a similar rate of 15% for every and all 

income irrespective of how much income is generated by different taxpayers. The principle of 

neutrality obliged any tax system or regulation should not be discriminatory between various 

types of business activities, and, whereas the principle of certainty requires every tax rule to be 

clear and easy to understand, with the goal that taxpayers know where they stand. Hence, Art. 63 

is discriminatory between traditional and digital businesses, and it‘s not clear too for taxpayers. 

Mr. Abere Abebe,
169

 explained that the 2016 proclamation tried to cover all incomes and, in 

case, if there is any uncovered source of tax under the existing schedules will be regulated by 

Art. 63 of the proclamation. And the intention behind the inclusion of this specific article is to 

govern any source of income that is not covered in other provisions, as discussed in the above. 

But he agrees that the proclamation is inadequate and not designed to regulate E-commerce and 

digital business.  

Mr. Abere additionally stated the very intention behind the incorporation of Art. 63. According 

to him, the purpose of incorporating this provision is one, to fill the gap that has been seen in the 

repealed law of income tax proclamation. Two, to put in place that if there is any taxable income 

that will not fall under the existing schedules will be regulated by Art. 63, and it serves as a 
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basket. On the other hand, Mr. Daniel
170

 disagrees and doesn‘t consider Art. 63 even as an 

important provision since it has no clarity, hence it creates difficulty for application.  

Therefore, this provision is not adequate in order to govern social media and blog businesses, 

with the following two main reasons; one, digital business is one of the business activities, hence 

should be treated and governed under business tax schedule C with a necessary amendment, 

modification or by creating sui generis law that specifically will apply for it. Two, as the paper 

clearly discussed Art. 63 violates and defeats the fundamental principles of taxation because it 

only applies a 15 % flat-rate tax for different income levels.  

Generally, the intention during the drafting process of the proclamation Art 63 was not 

incorporated in order to apply on social media and blog businesses; rather, it was made part of 

the proclamation to cover gaps not covered under various schedules of the proclamation. Thus, 

since the living standard and urbanization growing fast, and of course, the internet subscribers in 

Ethiopia is getting more than 22 million, the contribution of the business sector to the economy 

is significant. So, making the legal regime and framework suitable to regulated specifically 

social media and blog businesses will enhance the revenue of the government and modernize the 

tax administration of the country.  

 

3.5. Other Legal, Practical and Administrative Challenges:  

The final discussion of the study will touch other legal challenges that should be seen in light of 

the income tax proclamation for effective implementation and administration. Additionally, 

practical and administrative difficulties also part of the discussion to draw a conclusive 

recommendation. When the issue of taxation of social media and blog businesses is raised, the 

characterization of income will come into the first place. The study discussed in the above by 

looking into other countries‘ experiences, income from YouTubers/bloggers is considered as an 

income from business activity, so it concluded that it should be governed in the same way under 

the proclamation. But there is another problem that needs the attention of the commercial code of 

Ethiopia. Under the law of the country, the activity is not recognized as a business activity. Of 

course, the commercial code is under revision, so it shall consider this gap so as to solve the 
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existing problem. Not only the code but also other pertinent laws don‘t recognize as a business 

activity or the definition given by such laws limited to the nature of traditional businesses.
171

  

The other challenge that should be raised under this discussion is business license and 

registration.  Ministry of Trade is not registering and issue a business license for these activities. 

Where the Ministry has no model and standard to register the business sector, other countries, as 

per the discussion made in the above like India, Spain, India, even in some African countries, 

they issue a business license for its legal operation and tax purposes. In the interview with Mr. 

Abere at the Ministry of Revenue and Custom, he stated the problem they have concerning 

registration and business license. As per the rule of the Ministry of Revenue and Custom, any 

registered business activity with a business license will be considered automatically for tax 

obligation by having a TIN number from the Ministry. Thus, without registration and license, the 

tax authority may not issue a TIN number and collect any taxable income. Therefore, beyond 

changing the gap in the proclamation, these problems also are taken into account for the full-

fledged effectiveness of the tax regulation of social media and blog businesses.      

Moreover, Mr. Abere stated that there are no well-trained human resources in tax administration 

offices for the purpose of digital business. That should be solved to overcome the practical and 

administrivia challenges.  Of course, the writer of this paper believes that the changing process 

needs a revision of various legal frameworks. But it should be started in due time from the 

income tax proclamation since this move will solve the existing problem at least by half. 
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4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
4.1. Conclusion  
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In Ethiopia, social media and blog businesses are a recent phenomenon.  Since the subscribers of 

internet service are growing, the business is increasing in content and number.  There are many 

content creators on YouTube and blogs based in Ethiopia and generating taxable income, but not 

paying tax as per the income tax proclamation. There are many reasons, but the major one is the 

inadequacy of the income tax proclamation.  

The proclamation no 979/2016 is not designed to address social media and blog businesses since 

it was drafted with the intention to regulate traditional businesses. Other countries implement 

well-designed legal frameworks that consider the unique features of social media and blog 

businesses to address their tax issues. Under the Ethiopian income tax proclamation, there are 

two essential parts that are expected to deal with tax matters of social media and blog businesses. 

These are Schedule C and Art. 63 of the proclamation. However, schedule C of the proclamation 

is too remote to regulate social media and blog businesses since the structure, design, and 

arrangement of the schedule doesn‘t consider the uniqueness of the business sector. Specifically, 

the definition, tax base and rate, the deduction, and other parts of the schedule are only designed 

in the way to apply on traditional business. Moreover, the schedule defeats fundamental 

principles of taxation, if applicable for matters concerning tax issues of social media and blog 

businesses. On the other hand, Art. 63 of the proclamation applicable to any taxable incomes that 

are not covered by the existing schedules and provisions of the proclamation. But this provision 

also lacks clarity and specificity. Additionally, Art. 63 was incorporated under the proclamation 

so as to govern residual taxable incomes that are left to be unaddressed. However, social media 

and blog businesses are growing and become a major source of taxation that significantly will 

contribute to the economy of the county. Moreover, the provision applies a 15 % flat-rate tax and 

applying it defeats the fundamental principles of taxation, i.e., The principle of equity, neutrality, 

and certainty.  The other issue which can be raised in relation to social media and blog 

businesses are problems associated with trade license and registration, human resource, and 

technological advancement. Therefore, income tax proclamation is inadequate to govern social 

media and blog businesses. 

4.2. Recommendations  

Based on the aforesaid discussion, the researcher would like to recommend the followings:   
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I. In order to make the proclamation suits and adequate to deal with taxation issues of 

social media and blog businesses, it needs an amendment of schedule C of the 

proclamation. Thus, the House of People Representatives (HoP) should amend the 

proclamation by considering international experiences, essential principles and designs 

for effective implementation. This amendment will focus on:  

 The definition of business shall be reconsidered since the proclamation is 

designed in a very narrow way only to include traditional businesses of goods and 

services. Hence it should be amended in the form to accommodate the digital 

businesses in general and social media and bog businesses in particular.  

 The tax base and tax rate of corporate as well as individual taxpayers of schedule 

C of the proclamation shall be redesigned in order to encourage work, saving, 

investment and innovation. Thus, the tax rate will be decided after researching the 

area as well as by looking into other countries' experiences.  

 The deduction, deprecation, and exemption part of schedule C of the proclamation 

also another essential component that needs redesigning and restructuring so as to 

govern tax concerns of social media and blog businesses. This part of the 

proclamation was drafted with the intention to regulate traditional businesses, and 

all the contents of the provisions of deduction or depreciation are talking about 

goods and services, which are very remote and inadequate to apply on social 

media and blog businesses. On the other hand, once schedule C of the 

proclamation is redesigned and amended to incorporate social media and blog 

businesses, the ambiguous provision of the proclamation Art. 63 will not be used 

as an option outrightly.  

 Finally, by taking into consideration the policy objective of the country, the writer 

of the paper recommends the incorporation of the principle of Significant 

Economic Presence under the proclamation as a guiding principle for digital 

business in general and social media and blog businesses, in particular, to govern 

non-residents effectively. 

II. If the amendment does not work for different reasons, sui generis law can be the other 

option. There are many countries in the world that have sui generis laws specifically 

used to apply for digital businesses. It works for Ethiopia too. Therefore, the HoP shall 
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enact Sui generis law to adequately govern social media and blog businesses. Sui generis 

law has an advantage of clarity, certainty, and flexibility, which helps both the taxpaying 

community as well as the tax authority. This special law may take into consideration all 

the above recommendations given under recommendation number one and designed by 

incorporating fundamental digital taxation principles.   

III. The other recommendation that should be considered by the Tax Authority is that 

advancing and building the tax administration system with technology and human 

resources, which is very crucial for the effectiveness of the law once the proclamation is 

modified or sui generis law is enacted. This should be seen as a supportive means for the 

effective implementation of the law.    

IV. Finally, the problem that has been discussed so far has cross-sectional issues. This cross-

sectional issue is not limited to the tax laws and tax authorities; rather, it needs a 

readjustment of standards of business registration and trade license. Hence, the Ministry 

of Trade, as a responsible organ for trade registration and licensing, should design a 

standard that recognizes social media and blog businesses as a business activity so that 

they can register and issue a business license, which in turn helps the tax authority to 

administer social media and blog businesses effectively. 
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